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Summary
Maize is a globally important crop, that can be devastated by drought stress.
Therefore, there is a demand for increasing the adaptability of maize to drought
stress. The activity of transposable elements (TEs) can cause long-lasting genetic
changes, causing potential adaptation benefits. DNA methylation is an epigenetic
process known to regulate the activity of TEs, and can also respond to external stress.

This thesis is an investigation into the link between promoter region methylation, TE
methylation and drought stress, in the drought tolerant B76 and drought susceptible
B73 maize varieties. There were three major aims: 1) To test if there is a difference
in methylation in gene promoter regions caused by drought in both varieties, 2) To
ascertain methylation differences found in the TE fraction caused by drought in both
varieties, 3) To discover if differentially methylated TEs were found in differentially
methylated promoter regions of potentially important drought-tolerance genes.

The primary method of investigation in chapters 3 and 4 involved the generation of
bisulfite-treated DNA sequencing. Differential methylation analysis of this data
showed that there is a methylation drought stress response found in B76, that is not
found in B73. Methylation differences were also found in the majority of TE families
in both varieties. However, the huck TE sub-family was found to be differentially
methylated after drought stress and overrepresented within differentially
methylated promoter regions of the B76 variety, suggesting a possible role in drought
tolerance through the restriction of expression of particular genes.

This research adds to the knowledge surrounding methylation changes after drought
stress in the TE fraction, while also highlighting potential drought tolerance
candidate gene, thereby providing a jumping off point for future adaptation studies
in maize.
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1.1

Introduction
Climate change leading to drought

Climate change is a complex phenomenon that has long-term devastating
meteorological consequences (IPCC 2014). As such, the effect of an increase in global
temperature on many crops cannot be understated, as it affects the predictability of
rainfall during pivotal crop growth periods. A global temperature increase of even
1.5C has the potential to double drought magnitudes for 30% of the global
landmass, including the important, major crop growing regions of central USA and
North-West China (Naumann et al. 2018). Despite the expectation of global food
demand increasing 100-110% by 2050 due to population increases, drought caused
by climate change is projected to lead to 5.6%-6.3% yield loss by the end of the 21st
century, if the current trajectory is maintained (Godfray et al. 2010; Leng & Hall 2019;
Tilman et al. 2011).

Drought has a significant effect on yield in many crop plant species (Aprile et al. 2009;
Garg et al. 2015; Lopes et al. 2013), and is the cause of around 70 percent of all yield
losses in crop plants worldwide (Forestan et al. 2016). The response of crops to
drought stress differs between species, although they consistently involve complex
morphological and physiological mechanisms (Lamaoui et al. 2018). Depending on
the timing of the drought stress, there are differing reactions from crops, with cereals
being particularly affected during the flowering stage (Daryanto, Wang & Jacinthe
2017). Maize (Zea mays) production in particular is often affected by drought
conditions (Mao et al. 2015; Tan 2010), and with climate change causing increased
temperatures and irregular rainfall, more research into crop adaptability in maize is
needed.

1.2

The global importance of maize

Maize is a cereal grain crop that started its domestication journey ~9000 years ago,
evolving from wild Balsas teosinte (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis) in lowland Mexico,
before being improved upon across different domestication centres, such as the one
discovered sometime after ~6500 B.P in the southwestern Amazon region (Kistler et
1

al. 2018; Piperno et al. 2009). Maize has become one of the most important crops,
needing the third largest crop production acreage globally, behind only wheat and
rice (Nuccio et al. 2015). It is primarily grown in major economic countries, with the
USA harvesting 82.7 million acres with a total corn crop value of $49.1 billion in 2017
(USDA, World Agricultural Supply and Demand Estimates, May 2019), and China
using maize as the primary source of feed crop for their expansive meat industry (Ely,
Geall & Song 2016). In fact, in fifty years, land for the growth of maize increased from
39.5 million acres across China in 1967 to more than 104.5 million acres in 2017 for
both food and feed production (FAO 2019). Therefore, maize is one of the most
important crops that will be needed to feed the ever-growing population of the
world, estimated to be 13.1 billion people by 2100 (Hoornweg & Pope 2017).

1.3

Drought impact on maize production

The impact of drought on maize production cannot be overstated, and historical
drought events have a clear effect on the yield produced in the same years. This is
shown in the USA using yearly maize production data from the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) spanning 1961 to 2017 and major historical
drought events (Figure 1.1.).

2
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Figure 1.1. A line graph representing the yearly maize production in the USA
between 1961 and 2017.
Highlighted are years where there were well-known drought events occurring in the
USA maize-growing regions: * 1983 (Fritsch, Kane & Chelius 1986), ** 1988
(Trenberth, Branstator & Arkin 1988), *** 2002 (Cook et al. 2004), *** 2012 (Rippey
2015).

This pattern shows the real-world damage drought stress can have on crop
production in one of the largest maize producers in the world, and although the
above graph only focuses on the USA, the same is true of other major maize
producers. In fact, using data from 1980-2015, it was shown that a 40% reduction of
water during growth of maize accounts for a 39.3% reduction in yield (Daryanto,
Wang & Jacinthe 2016). Another study shows that variation in global climate patterns
accounts for 18% of maize production variability globally (Anderson et al. 2019), and
highlights the effect even the slightest change in climate can have on maize
production.

There are two specific types of drought stress; terminal drought stress occurs when
water in the soil declines gradually, eventually causing plant death, whereas
intermittent drought stress is caused by several periods of water scarcity throughout

3

plant development and is not always lethal. Intermittent drought can cause
devastating effects on maize yield depending on which development stage it occurs
in, with the pollination and fertilization stages at particular risk. At the silking, pollen
shed, and grain filling stages, yield can decrease yield by 3-4%, 8%, and 2-6% per day
of drought stress respectively (Jain et al. 2019). In major maize production developed
countries, such as China and the USA, there is a need to ensure limited plant
development under intermittent drought conditions does not affect the high yields
expected for economic growth (Boyer et al. 2013; Neumann 2008; Yu 2011).

Various strategies have been employed in crops, such as maize, to mitigate the effect
of drought, through knowledgeable breeding using plant physiology, molecular
genetics and molecular biology research (Cattivelli et al. 2008). However, due to the
damaging effects of drought, along with its worldwide prevalence, there is a need to
increase yield of crops, such as maize, through the adaptability of crops to
unpredictable stresses.

1.4

Adaptation to drought

Creating adaptable varieties of maize is important for food security, and has been
important since its domestication. During the maize domestication process, it was
originally thought that genetic diversity was lost fairly rapidly through domestication
bottlenecking, thereby reducing the adaptability of maize plants. However, recent
evidence counters this by suggesting that any losses in genetic diversity are due to
post-domestication erosion, possibly caused by cropping regimes or serial founder
events (Allaby, Ware & Kistler 2019; Smith et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2017), and as a
result it is actually current farming practices that are gradually reducing crop
diversity.

This reduction in diversity was only tolerated for crop production when technology
and weather patterns negated the lack of adaptability of crops to environmental
pressures. This has been the case for maize growth in the Midwest of the USA, where
the majority of USA maize is grown, and as a result maize varieties used there are
actually more sensitive to drought than in the past (Lobell et al. 2014). This is despite
4

the increase in yield in maize, year on year since the mid-20th century (FAO 2019),
which is likely due to the implementation of hybrid maize (Duvick 2001). However,
this increase cannot be maintained through climate change without adapting the
very plants themselves (Challinor et al. 2016). Thankfully, there are several known
drivers of adaptation in the study of DNA, two of which we focus on in this research;
the epigenetic process of cytosine methylation, and the activation of TEs.

1.5

Cytosine methylation

Whilst genetics relates to the study of how direct changes to a genome causes
heritable expression changes in genes, epigenetics focuses on stable expression
changes that are not associated with changes in the genome DNA sequence. Cytosine
methylation, hereby referred to as methylation, is one such epigenetic strategy
employed by most eukaryotic organisms, used to regulate gene expression in
chromosomal DNA (Chan, Henderson & Jacobsen 2005; Law & Jacobsen 2010; Weber
et al. 2007). What makes methylation so interesting in terms of adaptability is that
increased levels of DNA methylation in promoter regions are linked to the
inactivation of corresponding genes, and so can provide a short term response to
external stimuli (Candaele et al. 2014).

Methylation is the addition of a methyl group to the DNA base cytosine, and can be
split into three different contexts: CG, CHG, and CHH (where H represents either an
A, C, or T). Mammal DNA methylation is mainly found as CG, whereas in plants all
three contexts are common (Henderson & Jacobsen 2007). The differing symmetries
of the methylation contexts changes the heritability of each, and as such they focus
on different areas of the genome. CG and CHG methylation in maize are concentrated
around the repetitive, intergenic regions, whereas CHH methylation is often found
near the genic regions (Gent et al. 2013; Li et al. 2015). As a result of this proximity,
CHH methylation is has become integrated into gene regulation responses in the
maize genome (Bartels et al., 2018). The difference between where the contexts are
likely to be found in the genome also causes a difference in the genome coverage
percentage for each context, with CG, CHG and CHH contexts found to methylate
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86%, 74% and 5.4% of the genome respectively (Gent et al., 2013). Methylation is
also known to be inherited in plants and is a well-maintained and safeguarded
pathway, aimed at ensuring that methylation patterns are maintained to the benefit
of future offspring (Hofmeister et al. 2017; Law & Jacobsen 2010; Williams & Gehring
2017).

The control of DNA methylation differs between plants and animals. In plants, the
three different methylation contexts are regulated using a collaboration of
methyltransferases.

In

Arabidopsis,

CG

methylation

is

maintained

by

METHYLTRANSFERASE 1 (MET1) (He, Chen & Zhu 2011; Zhang, Lang & J.-K. Zhu 2018),
CHG methylation is maintained by CHROMOMETHYLASE 3 (CMT3) and
CHROMOMETHYLASE 2 (CMT2) (Lindroth et al. 2001; Stroud et al. 2014), and CHH
methylation is maintained by CMT2 or DOMAINS REARRANGED METHYLASE 2
(DRM2) depending on the genomic region being maintained (Stroud et al. 2014;
Zhang, Lang & J. K. Zhu 2018).

1.6

The effects of stress on methylation

Historically, there is evidence linking stress with differing methylation levels in crops.
An interesting historical example of this is in barley, where Barley Stripe Mosaic Virus
caused an increase in methylation levels from samples dating as far back as 11001400 C.E. (Smith et al. 2015). In more modern crops, there is evidence to suggest that
salt and cold stresses have caused difference in methylation levels (Konate et al.
2018; Steward et al. 2002; W. Wang et al. 2011). However, there is also evidence in
the B73 variety of maize that UV, heat and cold stress do not consistently change
DNA methylation patterns (Eichten & Springer 2015), although we are interested in
drought stress in more than one variety of maize.

1.7

The effect of drought stress on methylation

There has been plenty of research showing there are directed methylation patterns
after drought stress in drought tolerant varieties of rice (W.-S. Wang et al. 2011;
Zheng et al. 2013, 2017), tomato (González, Ricardi & Iusem 2013), Populus (Liang et
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al. 2014), and Arabidopsis (Colaneri & Jones 2013), therefore the next logical step is
to observe if this is the case in maize. Previous research in other higher plants, such
as rice (Li et al., 2019), has also shown that these specific methylation patterns found
in drought tolerant varieties may in fact confer drought tolerance after drought
stress through changes in gene expression. This was the reasoning behind
determining if drought stress in maize varieties with differing tolerances to drought
would methylate different gene promoter regions in this experiment.

There is another reason that looking at methylation in drought could be important.
Methylation is also known to silence transposable elements (TEs) (Diez, Roessler &
Gaut 2014; Okamoto & Hirochika 2001; Slotkin & Martienssen 2007), which make up
a large percentage of the maize genome, as mentioned below. Unlike mammals,
methylation in plants mostly occurs in the TE and repetitive element fractions of the
genome, thereby playing a role in the regulation of these regions, and also potentially
changing the DNA sequence itself through TE-induced changes (Zhang et al. 2006).
This regulation is important for the genome as methylation protects it against overexpression of potentially problematic DNA, such as TEs (Yoder, Walsh & Bestor 1997).
This potential difference in methylation caused by drought stress can affect the
regulation of transposable element activation, which is a major driver of adaptation.

Therefore, methylation can change short-term expression of important genes related
to external stimuli, and create long-lasting effects on the genome, by the insertion
TEs into new genomic regions. These insertions have the potential to change gene
functions, and as such this process is of the utmost importance when considering
adaptation to environmental stresses.

1.8

Transposable Elements

TEs are repetitive, mobile DNA sequences found in the genomes of all plant and
animal species (Muñoz-López & García-Pérez 2010), that can potentially make up
>60% of the human genome (de Koning et al. 2011), 20% of the Drosophila
melanogaster genome (Barrón et al. 2014) and 15% of the Arabidopsis thaliana
genome (de la Chaux et al. 2012). TE research began with Barbara McClintock’s 1950
7

Nobel Prize winning paper researching maize (McClintock 1950). It is no coincidence
that the discovery of TEs was found in maize as they make up around 85% of the
entire maize genome (Schnable et al. 2009). Barbara McClintock was also the first
person to propose that stress-induced TE reactivations could help an organism adapt
to a new environment, through beneficial insertions (McClintock 1984). TEs were
initially thought to only have disadvantageous effects on gene function (Orgel & Crick
1980; Slotkin & Martienssen 2007) and were previously labelled as “junk DNA” (Ohno
1972), however TEs are now known to play a crucial role in species-specific genomic
adaptation through their responses to environmental stresses (Makarevitch et al.
2015; Miousse et al. 2015). Their ability to self-replicate and jump from one genome
position to another can cause changes in the host genome, which can alter gene
expression, induce chromosome repositioning and create expanded genomes (Gao
et al. 2015). TE insertions can also reshape alleles by adjusting their reading frame or
splice pattern, thereby affecting the genomic structure of an organism, again
showing their capacity for adaptation (Makarevitch et al. 2015). All this means that
TEs have the potential to transform genomic regions either positively or negatively,
thereby showing why they are so often linked with adaptation (Daron et al. 2014; Lai
et al. 2017; Song & Cao 2017). TE activity in a host genome drives evolution at a
higher rate, and with greater phenotypic diversity, than other genetic processes such
as point mutation, endosymbiotic gene transfer, polyploidy, endosymbiosis,
horizontal gene transfer and short tandem repeat slippage (Oliver & Greene 2009),
giving them a greater importance when studying evolution and adaptability.

TEs can be separated into two different, distinct major classes due to their method
of transposition, with each class divided into orders and superfamilies (Wicker et
al. 2007) (Figure 1.2.)
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Figure 1.2. Classification system for transposable elements taken from Wicker et
al. (2007).

Retrotransposons, or Class I elements, use a “copy-and-paste” approach, meaning
the original TE is transcribed into an RNA intermediate, which is then reverse
transcribed into DNA and pasted into a new genomic position (Fattash et al. 2013;
Wessler 2006). DNA transposons, or Class II elements, use a “cut-and-paste”
strategy, which means the single or double stranded DNA containing the TE is
9

excised from the original position and inserted into a new location, without an RNA
intermediate (Fattash et al. 2013; Wessler 2006). There are also many subgroups
found within each of these two classes, and these are split into autonomous or
non-autonomous TE families, depending on if the enzymes required for transposition
are produced by the TE itself or if it uses another TEs enzymes to transpose (Fattash
et al. 2013).

1.9

The regulation of TEs through methylation

TEs are highly regulated by siRNA, modification of histone tails, chromatin packing
alterations and DNA methylation (Slotkin & Martienssen 2007). Methylation plays an
important role in regulating TE activation in higher plants (Ito & Kakutani 2014), for
example, in maize it has been demonstrated that a TE named Spm is regulated
through DNA methylation (Schläppi 1994). With this in mind, environmental
stressors have proven themselves important by changing methylation states in many
plant and mammal genomes, thereby initiating TE expression (Miousse et al. 2015).
It is also theorised that osmotic stress of maize can induce the methylation of TEs
(Tan 2010), which may affect TE activity throughout the plant. In some cases, these
methylation changes are directed in tolerant varieties. An example of this is in
drought tolerant rice, where there is an increase in DNA methylation of proximal TEs
near drought stress-responsive genes in low water conditions (Garg et al. 2015)
possibly due to the upregulation of TE-derived miRNAs (Barrera-Figueroa et al. 2012).
In apple plants, water stress also causes widespread DNA methylation responses in
TEs (Xu et al. 2017). Therefore, the link between methylation and TE control is of
particularly interest for this thesis.

1.10 The effect of drought stress on TE activity
Recent studies have also elucidated some links between stress and TE activity in
many higher plants (Horváth, Merenciano & González 2017; Negi, Rai & Suprasanna
2016). This occurs with many types of abiotic stresses, examples include UV light
stress inducing Ty1-copia retrotransposons in Oat plants (Kimura et al. 2001) and
heat stress inducing the ONSEN-copia retrotransposon in Arabidopsis (Ito et al.
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2011). However, this thesis will focus on drought stress. Drought stress on wheat
lacking the D genome causes the activation of TEs (Aprile et al. 2009), and TEs in
coffee plants (Coffea sp.) are also differently activated through changes in drought
stress levels due to irrigation conditions (Lopes et al. 2013). Therefore, any
information about the possible link between TE activity and environmental stress is
crucial when considering the maize genome’s evolution and function (Diez et al.
2014). There appears to be a link in maize as TE activity is induced under high salt,
cold (5°C), heat (50°C) and UV abiotic stress conditions (Makarevitch et al. 2015).
There is further evidence to support this link in maize, as the interposition of
particular miniature inverted-repeat transposable element (MITE) into the promoter
of the NAC gene, ZmNAC111, was associated with maize drought tolerance (Mao et
al. 2015).

1.11 Adaptation driven by TE activation and methylation
Of course, as we are discussing adaptability there is a requirement to discuss TEs in
relation to genes, and in maize this is especially important as the majority of genes
are located within 1 kb of an annotated TE (Baucom et al. 2009; Schnable et al. 2009).
In fact, many TE families target areas of the genome near genes, such as the Mutator
TEs (Dietrich et al. 2002; Sultana et al. 2017): euchromatin appears to be the
preferred substrate for most TEs, possibly due to its open state and its affiliation with
actively transcribed genes (Liu et al. 2009). This close proximity can potentially cause
nearby genes to be affected by TE activity, therefore forcing an adaptable
evolutionary change in the genome, saving the plant phenotypically from the
environmental stress. In fact, there is evidence showing that the specific regulation
role a TE plays in gene regulation differs depending on where in the chromosome the
TE is located (Sigman & Slotkin 2016). TEs found near genes, for example, are known
to affect the expression of genes. An example of this is ROS1 gene expression which
is controlled by a Helitron TE found within a promoter region in Arabidopsis (Lei et
al. 2015; Williams et al. 2015). In other genomic positions, such as pericentromere
and knobs, TEs are kept silenced, with the only occasions when this does not occur is
when the silencing mechanism is overcome (Sigman & Slotkin 2016). TEs also have a
profound effect in creating new genes in a host genome through “exon shuffling”
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(Long et al. 2003), as observed in maize, where 60% of Helitron TE elements have
captured gene fragments within them (Yang & Bennetzen 2009). There have already
been studies showing how past TE activation events in maize have created new
chimeric functional genes through transduction (Elrouby & Bureau 2010) and how
alternative transposition led to a rapid evolution event in the maize species (J. Zhang
et al. 2014). Retrotransposons in particular are highly targeted in maize by siRNA
signifying that they may still remain highly active (Diez et al. 2014). Different
genotypes may show different patterns in response to drought stress, which is why
it is imperative that different varieties of maize are studied instead of using the
reference B73 genome as a substitute for all maize. In future this knowledge can be
used to selectively breed specific traits in maize, as efficient genetic enhancement in
a species requires an in-depth understanding of the regulatory mechanisms of gene
expression under drought stress (Y. G. Wang et al. 2014).

1.12 Drought tolerance genes in maize
Drought tolerance genes may be affected by TE activity and methylation after
drought stress in different maize varieties. These effects may include silencing and
expression of important genes for drought tolerance, or the change in sequence
caused by a TE insertion. With this in mind, there is a need to highlight potentially
important drought tolerant genes that may be targeted by the plant. A genome-wide
association study carried out using 367 maize varieties found that there were 42
candidate genes that were significantly associated with drought tolerance at the
seedling stage (Xianglan Wang et al. 2016), and so these would be of particular
interest for this study when looking at TE insertions or methylation changes caused
by drought stress.

One such drought tolerance candidate allele found in the same study was for the
gene coding for vacuolar H+ pyrophosphatase, ZmVPP1. In maize, a 366-bp insertion
in the ZmVPP1 promoter region was found to be induced by drought, and increased
drought tolerance in the plant both naturally and transgenically (Xianglan Wang et
al. 2016). Proline accumulation is known to confer drought stress tolerance in plants,
acting as a reactive oxygen species (ROS) scavenger, a protein stabilizer, and as a
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stress signalling molecule (Hayat et al. 2012; Verbruggen & Hermans 2008; Wei et al.
2009). Studies conducted in transgenic tobacco and rice observed elevated proline
levels in each organism, caused by an overexpression of the delta1-pyrroline-5carboxylate synthetase (P5CS) gene, which consequentially increased the tolerance
of the plant to drought stress (Choudhary, Sairam & Tyagi 2005). The P5CS gene from
Arabidopsis thaliana and rice were separately inserted into petunia plants causing an
accumulation of proline, which again improved drought stress tolerance in the
transgenic plants (Yamada et al. 2005). In fact, there is evidence showing that proline
accumulation may have a positive effect on growth during drought conditions in
maize (Ali, Ashraf & Athar 2007). Therefore, the proline pathway could be one
potentially interesting area to analyse in the maize genome after drought stress.

Another interesting region of the genome for drought stress effects is the abscisic
acid (ABA) pathway, which is overexpressed in a number of plants, such as wheat
(Wei et al. 2015), switchgrass (Aimar et al. 2014) and grapevine (Ferrandino &
Lovisolo 2014) during drought stress. Previous research shows that ABA has a
plenitude of downstream processes that cause antioxidant defence (Ding et al. 2013)
and stomatal closure (Lim et al. 2015), both of which protect the plant when
experiencing a water deficit. There is already evidence showing that ABA does
accumulate in maize during drought stress (Jiang & Zhang 2002), but more work is
needed to visualise the genomic differences related to this pathway between
drought tolerant and drought susceptible varieties. There are also a number of
proposed drought tolerance genes associated with the accumulation of ABA
discovered through research into the regulation of maize miRNAs. Downregulated
miRNAs that cause accumulation include Phospholipase D, mitogen-activated
protein kinase and peroxidase, whereas there is an upregulated miRNA that has been
theorised to cause under expression of the proline dehydrogenase (PDH) gene
causing an accumulation of proline (Wei et al. 2009). Therefore, there are genomic
regions that are of particular interest in this thesis, as well as potentially new regions
only found within the varieties chosen for these experiments.
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1.13 Scope and Project Aims
From the evidence presented above, we predict that drought stress conditions will
have an effect on TE activity and this will in turn affect the adaptability of maize to
drought. Therefore, the study of genomic mechanisms in maize due to drought stress
and how it links to the evolution of maize is very important for improving future crop
yield. With this is mind, there are several aims of this project:

1. To test if there is a difference in methylation in gene promoter regions caused
by drought stress in maize.
2. To determine the difference between this response in drought tolerant and
drought susceptible varieties of maize, and specific methylation changes
found near genes related to drought tolerance.
3. To ascertain methylation differences found in the TE fraction of maize caused
by drought stress in drought tolerant and drought susceptible varieties of
maize.
4. Using these differences, to deduce if specific TE families show significant
differences, and if so, which TE families are also found in the differently
methylated promoter regions.

The ultimate aim of this project is to elucidate the role methylation has on the
drought tolerance of maize. Information relating to methylation and TE activation
does show that they play a role in the production of adaptive varieties of crops,
therefore this work will be used to inform future scientists on the role methylation
plays in maize, and to show the methylation response of specific drought tolerant
varieties to drought stress. This in turn will help future generations understand the
maize varieties needed to selectively breeding for adaptive maize, something that is
essential for future food security (Watson 2019).

To achieve the aims, we will first compare and contrast methylation levels in
promoter regions of drought susceptible and drought tolerant maize after drought
stress using bisulfite sequencing data and statistical analysis. Results will elucidate
the promoter methylation drought response differences between the varieties. Next,
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we will use the same data to observe methylation differences found within the TE
fraction of each variety. This can be compared with the results from the previous
chapter to allow us to speculate which genes have differentially methylated TEs
within their differently methylated promoter regions, giving a list of interesting genes
for further study. These methods and results will answer all aims and provide
substantial data for future work looking into epigenomic changes caused by drought
stress.
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2

General Methods

2.1

Maize varieties chosen

Table 2.1. A list of the two maize varieties chosen for the drought stress
experiments.
GRIN
Accession
Number

Drought
tolerant
variety

Developed at

Pedigree

Drought
Susceptibility

PI 550483

B76

Iowa State
University

(CI31A x B37^2)B37

Tolerant

PI 550473

B73

Iowa State
University

C5

Susceptible

2.2

Maize growth

The phytobiology facility at the University of Warwick provided the environment
necessary to grow the maize plants. Plants were grown at 28°C day/ 20°C night in a
16-hour light/8-hour dark cycle with a light intensity of 230 μE m-2 s-1. Seeds were
germinated in three-inch diameter pots containing peat-based soil (Costa et al.
2012). Soil water content was measured at regularly occurring intervals during
drought stress using a Professional Soil Moisture Meter (Lutron Electronic Enterprise
Co., LTD., Taipei, Taiwan) to ensure drought conditions were successfully applied. All
plant material was sampled between 11.00 AM and 1.00 PM, to avoid diurnal
variation in gene expression that would obscure the effect of stress. Samples were
taken from the second leaf once the plant had reached the three-leaf stage. This was
chosen as the three-leaf stage is the typical starting point of maize maturity and
therefore can be subjected to stress without affecting development. These samples
were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C.

2.3 CTAB method
Samples were crushed into a powder using liquid nitrogen and a mortar and pestle.
This powder was scraped into an Eppendorf tube. 500 µl of 2% CTAB buffer (2%
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cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, 1% polyvinyl pyrrolidone, 100 mM Tris-HCl, 1.4
M NaCl, 20 mM EDTA) was added to the tube and vortexed. This was left in a water
bath at 65°C for 1 hour. An equal volume (500 µl) of chloroform was added and again
the tube was vortexed. Tubes were centrifuged at 25,000 x g for two minutes with
the upper phase being transferred to a new tube. 1.5x volume of AW1 wash buffer
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) to the sample, this was vortexed and all of the solution
was spun through a spin column at 6,000 x g. This spinning through the column was
then repeated with 500 µl AW2 wash buffer (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and then 300
µl acetone. The column was then placed into a new tube and allowed to dry off any
excess acetone. 100 µl of AE buffer (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) was deposited onto
the membrane. The column was spun one last time at 20,000 x g to obtain the AE
buffer containing the extracted DNA.

2.4

Qubit

Qubit solution was created using a ratio of 199:1 Qubit dsDNA HS Buffer to Qubit
dsDNA HS Reagent. 198 µl of this Qubit solution was added to 2 µl of the AE buffer
containing the extracted DNA in a Qubit tube and vortexed. Standards were created
by adding 190 µl of the Qubit solution to 10 µl of each corresponding standard
solution provided and vortexing for 2-3s. 200 µl of the Qubit solution was used as a
negative control. The standard mixture was used to calibrate the Qubit Fluorometer
for the ‘DNA HS’ option. Sample and control mixtures were then measured using the
same option, with the DNA concentration noted.

2.5

EZ DNA Methylation Gold

CT Conversion Reagent was prepared by mixing 900 μl water, 300 μl of M-Dilution
Buffer, and 50 μl M-Dissolving Buffer to a tube of CT Conversion Reagent. 130 μl of
the CT Conversion Reagent was then mixed with 20 μl of the previously extracted
DNA in a PCR tube. This mixture was placed in a thermal cycler and run as follows:
98°C for 10 minutes, 64°C for 2.5 hours and held at 4°C. Both the DNA sample and
600 μl of M-Binding Buffer were transferred to a Zymo-Spin IC Column in a collection
Tube and spun at 10,000 x g for 30 seconds. Flow-through was discarded, 100 μl of
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M-Wash Buffer was added to the column and this was centrifuged as before. 200 μl
of M-Desulphonation Buffer was added to the column and this was left to incubate
at room temperature for 15 minutes, then spun as before. Another two wash steps
using 200 μl of M-Wash Buffer was applied to the column, and spun as before each
time. The column was inserted into a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube and 10 μl of MElution Buffer was pipetted directly onto the column matrix. The column with new
tube was then centrifuged for 30 seconds at 10,000 x g to elute the converted DNA.

2.6

TruSeq DNA Methylation Library Prep Kit

50 ng of the bisulfite converted DNA was used for each sample in this protocol. 9 μl
of sample DNA was mixed with DNA Synthesis Primer in a PCR tube, and this mixture
was run in a thermal cycler at 95°C for 5 minutes to anneal the synthesis primer. 4 μl
TruSeq DNA Methyl PreMix, 0.5 μl 100 mM Dithiothreitol and 0.5 μl TruSeq DNA
Methyl Pol were added to each sample and this was run on a thermocycler at 25°C
for 5 minutes, 42°C for 30 minutes, 37°C for 2 minutes and held at 4°C. 1 μl of
Exonuclease I was added to each sample and the samples were run at 37°C for 10
minutes, 95°C for 3 minutes and 25°C for two minutes. Tagging the DNA involved
adding 7.5 μl TruSeq DNA Methyl Term Tag PreMix and 0.5 μl DNA Polymerase to
each sample and running at 25°C for 30 minutes, 95°C for 3 minutes and held at 4°C.
To clean the tagged DNA 40 μl 1.6x AMPure XP beads were mixed with each sample
and left to incubate for 5 minutes. The tubes were then placed on a magnet for 5
minutes and all supernatant was removed. Two washes using fresh 80% ethanol were
done and all ethanol was removed. 24.5 μl of nuclease-free water was added to each
sample and left to incubate for 2 minutes. This was again placed on a magnetic and
allowed to sit until the liquid became clear. The resulting supernatant contained the
di-tagged DNA. A 10-cycle PCR program was used to amplify the library. This was
achieved by adding 25 μl FailSafe PCR PreMix E, 1 μl TruSeq DNA Methyl Forward,
0.5 μl FailSafe PCR Enzyme Mix and 1 μl of the Index PCR Primer to each sample and
running at 95°C for 1 minute, then 10 cycles of: 95°C for 30 seconds, 55°C for 30
seconds and 68°C for 3 minutes; after the 10 cycles the samples were run at 68°C for
7 minutes and held at 4°C. The library was cleaned using 50 μl 1x AMPure XP beads
as before but this time the libraries were eluted in only 20 μl of nuclease-free water.
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3

Promoter regions are differentially methylated after drought stress

within drought tolerant maize
3.1

Introduction

Methylation is an epigenetic process that regulates gene expression throughout the
living world and is observed in many eukaryotes (Chan, Henderson & Jacobsen 2005).
During the physical mechanism of methylation, genomic cytosines gain a methyl
group causing a stable, yet reversible, heritable change of state (Elhamamsy 2016).
This methylated state allows the genomic regions to be tightly bound around
histones, thereby inhibiting transcription through interference with promoter
binding (Bernatavichute et al. 2008; Zilberman et al. 2007). In plants, DNA
methylation-guided regulation of gene expression is crucial for coordinating
organism-wide developmental programs, adapting to environmental stresses and
silencing transposable elements (TEs) (Dowen et al. 2012; Zhang, Lang & J.-K. Zhu
2018).

Cytosine methylation comes in three different contexts: the symmetrical CG and CHG
and the asymmetrical CHH (where H represents A, C or T) (Law & Jacobsen 2010).
The symmetry of each methylation context plays a part in how the heritability of each
methylation event is maintained, which also means each methylation context is
regulated by their own pathways and are primarily found in different genomic
regions. In maize specifically, CG and CHG methylation is often localised to the
intergenic regions, whereas CHH methylation is enriched in short CHH islands near
genes and conserved noncoding sequences (Gent et al. 2013) (Li et al. 2015). This
localisation of CHH methylation is likely explained by the integration of TEs into the
gene regulation process due to their abundance in the maize genome (Bartels et al.
2018). The focus of symmetrical methylation to intergenic regions, coupled with the
large TE fraction of the maize genome, correlates with the higher percentage of
methylation overall in maize, as the genomic averages for CG, CHG and CHH
methylation are 86%, 74% and 5.4% respectively (Gent et al. 2013).
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The activation of methylation events after drought stress is a well-known
phenomenon found in many plant species, such as rice (Gayacharan & Joel 2013; W.S. Wang et al. 2011) and wheat (Kaur, Grewal & Sharma 2018). Specifically, research
in higher plants shows that methylation changes within promoter regions cause
silencing or activation of corresponding genes (Li et al. 2012; Zilberman et al. 2007).
This can thereby have an effect on the tolerance and adaptability of the plant (Baek
et al. 2011; Fei et al. 2017; M. Wang et al. 2014). As these methylation changes are
affected by the external environment and can change at any time, this makes
methylation an interesting area to research when thinking about how maize plants
become adapted to drought stress. Recognising this fact, our aim was to observe the
effect drought stress has on methylation activity in maize, and therefore elucidate
new potential drought tolerance candidate genes. Due to the different proportions
and different focuses of each methylation context, we also decided to look at each
context individually and as a whole to find patterns throughout this experiment. To
achieve this aim, we compared and contrasted methylation levels in the promoter
regions of control and drought stressed tissues in drought tolerant and drought
susceptible varieties of maize, giving an indication of which genes were potentially
being regulated.

The two maize varieties chosen for this project were a drought tolerant variety, B76,
and a drought susceptible variety, B73. B73 is used as the reference genome for
maize (Schnable et al. 2009), and is known to create a globally important variety of
edible maize when crossed with Mo17, used for animal and human consumption
across the world (Ranum, Peña-Rosas & Garcia-Casal 2014). B76, on the other hand,
is relatively unstudied as a variety, but is known to be drought tolerant from previous
growth experiments, and was shown to have a similar growth pattern to that of B73,
in terms of time from seed to three-leaf stage. The source of the B76 tolerance is not
known, only that it is able to maintain high water content in its leaf after drought
stress (Chen et al. 2012). As such, this was deemed an ideal variety to screen for
drought tolerance genes controlled by methylation.
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Methylation levels are tissue-specific in maize and previous research has
recommended that separating tissue data is important when comparing interindividual methylation variation (Lauria et al. 2017; Lu, Rong & Cao 2008). In
particular, heavily methylated upstream CHH islands are known to be associated with
tissue-specific up-regulation of nearby genes in maize (Gent et al. 2013; Hsu et al.
2017). In theory, methylation differences of these CHH islands may play a part in this
genic regulation, and as a result, it was decided that tissue types should be separated
and each tissue response looked at individually. Particularly, in terms of responses to
drought, root and leaf were of interest as in other crop plants, such as rice,
methylation responses after drought stress, have been observed in both root and in
leaf (González, Ricardi & Iusem 2013; W.-S. Wang et al. 2011; W. Wang et al. 2016).

From the literature, it was expected that drought stress would cause a more directed
methylation pattern in the drought tolerant variety, as observed in rice (Zheng et al.
2017) (Zheng et al. 2013) (W.-S. Wang et al. 2011), tomato (González, Ricardi & Iusem
2013), Populus (Liang et al. 2014), and in Arabidopsis (Colaneri & Jones 2013),
although this difference in Arabidopsis did not change drought responsive gene
expression (D. Ganguly et al. 2017). Previous research in other higher plants suggests
drought tolerant maize will likely methylate and de-methylate areas of the genome
that will help the plant during water scarcity, such as the jasmonic acid (JA) or abscisic
acid (ABA) pathway found to be differentially methylated in rice (Li et al., 2019). As
such the promoter regions of genes associated with these pathways were of
particular interest during this project. Oppositely, the drought susceptible variety
was not expected to have this survival ‘instinct’ against drought stress and as a result
would likely methylate and de-methylate haphazardly across the genome using a
fight or flight strategy to prevent death. Therefore, the aim was also to determine
whether there was a difference in methylation pattern between the two varieties, in
leaf and root tissues, across the CG, CHG and CHH methylation contexts.
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3.2

Methods

3.2.1 Maize growth
Two varieties of maize, B76 and B73, were chosen specifically for their similar growth
patterns (according to data taken from a parallel multigenerational growth
experiment) and differing resistance to drought (Chen et al. 2012). Maize plants were
grown in the phytobiology facility at the University of Warwick in conditions seen in
section 2.2 of the methods chapter.

Figure 3.1. Picture of B73 and B76 maize, grown in three-inch diameter pots at the
Phytobiology facility at the University of Warwick.

Three control plants and three plants subjected to drought conditions were grown
for both the drought resistant B76 and the susceptible B73 varieties. At the threeleaf stage water was withheld from the chosen drought stressed, experimental plants
for six days, with soil water content measurements taken to ensure adequate
drought conditions were achieved.
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Table 3.1. Table showing the Soil Moisture percentage before and after drought
stressing in the control and drought-stressed replicates.
Maize Variety

Condition

Replicate Number Initial Soil Moisture (%) Final Soil Moisture (%)

B73

Control

1

22.1

17.8

B73

Control

2

22.8

23.9

B73

Control

3

22.6

20

B73

Stress

1

19.3

0

B73

Stress

2

17.6

0

B73

Stress

3

21.8

0

B76

Control

1

22.8

22.5

B76

Control

2

34.7

22.5

B76

Control

3

50+

25.7

B76

Stress

1

19.5

0

B76

Stress

2

23.5

0

B76

Stress

3

19.8

1

Control plants were watered as normal during this period. Six days was chosen as the
limit for drought stressing as at this stage B73 looked noticeably stressed, and
additional days of stress caused B73 plants to perish.
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Figure 3.2. Picture observing phenotypic differences in control plants (left) and
drought stressed plants (right) grown past 3-leaf stage at the phytobiology facility
at the University of Warwick.

3.2.2 Sample collection
Samples were taken at the end of the six-day drought period. Leaf tissue was taken
from the third leaf of each plant, while the root tissue was taken from one of the
major seminal roots. Leaf and root samples were taken from the same plant,
immediately flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80C.

3.2.3 DNA extraction, bisulfite treatment and next generation sequencing
Samples were pulverized in liquid nitrogen using a mortar and pestle, and DNA was
extracted using the CTAB method (See Chapter 2 - 2.3). DNA concentrations were
quantified with a Qubit fluorometer (See Chapter 2 - 2.4). Quantified DNA was sent
to Admera Health, for bisulfite conversion, library creation and sequencing. DNA
from each sample was bisulfite treated using the EZ DNA Methylation Gold kit (Zymo
Research, CA, United States; See Chapter 2 - 2.5), and libraries for sequencing were
obtained using the TruSeq DNA Methylation Library Prep Kit (Illumina, CA, United
States; See Chapter 2 - 2.6). 2 x 150bp paired-end sequencing using the Illumina
HiSeq X10 instrument was performed on bisulfite converted libraries. Read counts
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generated are found in Appendices Table 6.1.1.1. Data obtained was used for
analysis.

3.2.4 Data analysis
3.2.4.1 Raw data preparation
The initial per base sequence quality of the data was low, therefore sequencing was
redone, resulting in two files. A quality check was performed using FastQC (Babraham
Institute, Cambridge, UK), to ensure data was above a quality score of 20.

3.2.4.2 Trimming and mapping
Repeat sample FASTQ files were merged and Trim Galore (Babraham Institute,
Cambridge, UK) was used to trim adapter sequences and remove reads below a
quality Phred score of 20. The options used were --paired for paired end data and -FastQC to visualise quality scores after trimming.

Data was then mapped to the maize reference genome, B73 RefGen_v3, using
Bismark (Krueger & Andrews 2011). Bowtie2 options chosen within Bismark were -q
--score-min L,0,-0.2 --ignore-quals --no-mixed --no-discordant --dovetail --maxins
500. Mapping efficiency ranged from 31.8% to 47% based on the minimum alignment
score of 0 + -0.2 * x, where x is the read length. Resulting files were subjected to
deduplicate_bismark to discard all additional reads aligning to the same position at
the same orientation. Final coverages for all samples ranged from 0.8X to 2.9X, with
and average coverage of ~1.3X.

Bisulfite conversion rate was calculated using the bam files created during the
mapping process. Reads that mapped to the chloroplast, with a MAPQ score of 20 or
higher were filters from the main bam files for each sample, and the percentage of
methylation calls compared with the number of opportunities for methylation was
calculated. The use of the unmethylated maize chloroplast to estimate bisulfite
conversion rates is a protocol used in other methylation studies (Han et al. 2018; Li
et al. 2014). The results were compared against public dataset maize sequencing data
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(NCBI BioProject: PRJNA400328) for B97 (SRA run: SRR6201702) and W22 (SRA run:
SRR5980380) maize varieties as control samples. The results were as follows:

Table 3.2. Table showing the bisulfite conversion rates of all maize samples.
Maize
variety
W22

Tissue
Leaf

Experimental Replicate CpG Conversion CHG Conversion CHH Conversion
condition
number
Rate
Rate
Rate
Control
NA
99.6
99.6
99.7

B97

Leaf

Control

NA

99.6

99.6

99.7

B73

Leaf

Stressed

1

95.1

94.5

95.4

B73

Leaf

Stressed

2

97.7

97.1

98.4

B73

Leaf

Stressed

3

85.1

82.8

84

B73

Leaf

Control

1

88.1

85.7

87.4

B73

Leaf

Control

2

93.5

92.9

93.5

B73

Leaf

Control

3

94.2

93.3

94.1

B76

Leaf

Stressed

1

87.5

86.5

86.9

B76

Leaf

Stressed

2

80.3

79

78.8

B76

Leaf

Stressed

3

88.7

87.8

88.5

B76

Leaf

Control

1

86.5

85.2

85.8

B76

Leaf

Control

2

72.7

69.4

70.4

B76

Leaf

Control

3

81.8

80.5

79.9

B73

Root

Stressed

1

70.9

68.7

69.2

B73

Root

Stressed

2

81.3

79.1

80.2

B73

Root

Stressed

3

77.6

76.9

77.9

B73

Root

Control

1

75.5

74.3

76.9

B73

Root

Control

2

87.9

86.7

88.3

B73

Root

Control

3

85

83.4

85.4

B76

Root

Stressed

1

54.9

53.5

54

B76

Root

Stressed

2

33.7

32.2

32.6

B76

Root

Stressed

3

34.7

33.1

33

B76

Root

Control

1

50.9

50.1

49.1

B76

Root

Control

2

55.7

53.3

53.6

B76

Root

Control

3

40.9

39.8

39.6

Bismark’s built-in bismark_methylation_extractor module was used to generate the
methylation call for every cytosine position analysed. This information was imported
into the program SeqMonk (Babraham Institute, Cambridge, UK) for further analysis.
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3.2.4.3 SeqMonk analysis
Data was aligned using the annotated AGPv3 maize reference genome downloaded
from the SeqMonk servers. Only chromosomes 1-10 were considered for logistic
regression as they contain the functional genes that have a known role in drought
tolerance. Probes were generated at every read position in the whole dataset, and
were then merged into 100 position windows. Average counts per probe were then
normalised using SeqMonk’s built in Read Count Quantitation program. An outlier
cut-off was determined using the formula: (median probe value +/- the interquartile
range)*stringency of 10. This stringency was recommended by the Babraham
Institute as it matched the dataset distribution. Outliers were removed from each
dataset. Replicates were combined into replicate sets representing control or
drought stressed tissue and these sets were quantified for methylation by calculating
the percentage of methylation for each base and averaging all percentages found in
100-probe windows using the mean value. Probes were then filtered by length and,
as per the read length distribution, most statistically significant probes were
observed to fall in a normal distribution between 1 and 10 kb.

A logistic regression analysis was carried out between the control and experimental
replicate set probes with a Bonferroni-corrected P-value cut-off of 0.05. Promoter
regions with significant differences between the two conditions were determined by
filtering for probes that were up to 2 kb upstream of a gene. Genes with significant
differences in this 2 kb upstream promoter region were noted for further analysis.

Initially SeqMonk 1.40.0 was used to carry out the logistic regression analysis but the
updated version (v1.44.0) was used to provide additional methylation difference and
false discovery rate information to the annotated probe SeqMonk files. Unlike
SeqMonk v1.44.0, v1.40.0 considered absolute differences in methylation
percentages and filtered out values with a minimum absolute difference of 5% and
below before logistic regression analysis.

As we were interested in the methylation patterns around genes, we visualized
methylation in the gene as well as 2 kb regions up- and down-stream of the genes
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using the in-built SeqMonk Quantitation trend plot. The quantitation trend plot used
differentially methylated region (DMR) probe values to generate a feature profile
around all genes in the filtered gene set. Each position in the plot is an average of
multiple probes overlapping that position.

Venn diagrams used to visualise the number of genes with DMRs in their promoter
region were produced using the VennDiagram package in R (Chen, H and Boutros, P,
2013).

3.2.4.4 DMRcaller analysis
Using the R/Bioconductor package DMRcaller (Catoni et al. 2018; Zabet & Tsang
2015), DMRs were computed across replicates, within 100bp bin windows, and to a
Benjamini and Hochberg adjusted P-value cut-off of 0.05 (Hochberg 1995). This
program determined DMRs found in gene promoter regions according to the AGPv3
maize reference. DMRcaller performs the Score test for each 100bp bin and
determines DMRs based on the statistical significance of the difference in
methylation level between the conditions, the threshold value of methylation
proportion difference and threshold of the mean number of reads per cytosine.
Options selected were; a bin size of 100, a P-value cut-off of 0.05, minimum number
of cytosines at 4, minimum proportional difference of 0.4, a minimum gap between
DMRs at 150, a minimum size of a DMR at 50 with a minimum number of reads per
cytosine at 4. A list of TEs and the filtered gene set was taken from the Gramene
database (http://www.gramene.org) and used to define the DMRs located in TEs and
genes respectively. 2 kb upstream of each gene was chosen to represent the
promoter region of that gene.

3.2.4.5 Gene ontology analysis
Gene ontology (GO) terms for the filtered gene set were obtained via MaizeGDB
(http://download.maizegdb.org/maize-GAMER) (Wimalanathan et al. 2018) and GO
term

names

were

taken

from

the

Gene

Ontology

Consortium

(http://geneontology.org/). Only genes found in both the logistic regression and
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Score test analyses were used for GO analysis. The GO term graph showing the GO
terms associated with the “Response to Water Deprivation” GO term was visualised
using the Blast2GO program (Götz et al. 2008).

Functional interpretation of the genes with a response to drought stress was
achieved using GO term analysis. Genes with promoter regions undergoing
hypermethylation were separated from genes undergoing hypomethylation and vice
versa. Gene names were converted to maize AGPv4 gene names using personally
made Perl scripts and genes that were not present in the updated gene list were
removed. Singular Enrichment Analysis (SEA) on significant genes across all
methylation contexts found in both analyses was carried out using AgriGO v2.0 (Tian
et al. 2017). The reference used for the SEA analysis was Maize v4 (Maize-GAMER),
the chi-squared statistical test option was used along with the Hochberg (FDR) multitest adjustment method. The significance level cut-off was 0.05 and 1 minimum
mapping entry was used as the lower cut-off.

Significantly enriched GO terms from the significant genes and their respective SEA
p-values were summarised into representative subsets of GO terms using REVIGO
(Supek et al. 2011). The options chosen were; medium (0.7) similarity clustering,
numbers represent p-values, whole UniProt database and SimRel semantic similarity
measure. The resulting semantically similar GO term groups were represented as a
treemap based on the absolute log10 of each GO term p-value using the R script
created by REVIGO.
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3.3

Results

3.3.1 Overall methylation patterns
From quantitation plots focused around the genic regions of all genes, it was
observed that in the most contexts, leaf and root tissue showed inconclusive
percentages of methylation in the upstream/promoter region under drought
conditions when compared to control conditions (Figures 3.1. and 3.2).
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CHH
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Drought

B76

Methylation percentage

Control

Figure 3.3. Quantitation trend plots depicting whole genome methylation percentages in leaf tissue found around B73 and B76 maize genes.
Methylation contexts were separated into CG, CHG and CHH. The area observed was from 2 kb upstream to 2 kb downstream across all genes.
Each line corresponds to a single plant replicate.
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Figure 3.4. Quantitation trend plots depicting whole genome methylation percentages in root tissue found around B73 and B76 maize genes.
Methylation contexts were separated into CG, CHG and CHH. The area observed was from 2 kb upstream to 2 kb downstream across all genes.
Each line corresponds to a single plant replicate.
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In CG methylation, methylation percentages in the promoter regions of the B73 leaf
tissue were higher than the equivalent tissue in the B76. This increase is in spite of a
significant outlier in control replicate 2 which showed higher methylation levels than
other replicates in that test group. The methylation differences between control and
drought stressed tissue were not well pronounced in B73 leaf tissue, whereas in the
B76 variety there was a slight decrease in methylation in the drought stressed tissue,
with the control replicates all showing greater methylation compared to that of the
drought stressed 2 kb promoter regions.

In the root tissue, the CG methylation percentages in the promoter regions were
reversed to that of leaf in the same context, with the B73 root showing lower
methylation levels than in B76. In B73, there is a slight pattern in the control
replicates as two of them showed lower levels of methylation compared to all the
drought stressed replicates. This contrasts the B76 variety, where there was a
marked increase in methylation in two of three drought stressed replicates
compared to the controls.

Tissue specific methylation level differences are found within each variety in the
promoter region of genes in the CG context. In B73, leaf methylation levels are higher
than root, whereas in B76, leaf levels are lower than root.

In the B73 leaf tissue, CHG methylation levels are greater than in the B76 leaf tissue,
although it should be noted that, as with the CG context, control replicate 2 was a
significant outlier compared to the other replicates. This is likely due to bisulfite
conversion inconsistencies found between samples. Without this replicate there is a
clear reduction in methylation of the B76 promoter regions after drought stress.
There does not appear to be a difference in methylation patterns between control
and drought stressed replicates in B73 leaf, whereas the controls had consistently
higher methylation levels than the stressed tissue in B76 leaf.
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In root tissue of B73, CHG methylation levels, as with CG methylation, are lower than
those in the B76 root. In B73 root tissue, there is a general pattern of increased
methylation in the drought stressed replicates, although there was some overlap
between control replicates and drought stressed replicates. In the B76 variety, there
was a consistent increase in methylation after drought stress, suggesting a multitude
of hypermethylation events in gene promoter regions during drought stress events.

As observed in CG, there are tissue specific methylation differences within each
variety in the CHG context. Leaf tissue possesses higher methylation levels in B73
when compared to root, whereas in B76, leaf tissue possesses lower methylation
levels than root.

In the CHH context, the overall percentage of methylation across upstream promoter
regions was lower than in the CG or CHG contexts in corresponding tissues. Within
B73 leaf, there did not appear to be a clear and obvious pattern, as individual drought
stressed replicates were found at both the upper and lower methylation level
extremes in the promoter region. The B76 leaf tissue presented a similar conclusion,
as there are two distinct clusters, with each cluster containing at least one replicate
from each of the experimental conditions.

In the B73 root tissue, a pattern emerges within the upstream promoter region, with
the drought stressed replicates having higher methylation levels generally than the
control tissue. This pattern is also observed in the B76 root tissue, where there is also
a methylation increase in the promoter regions after drought stress. However, the
difference in methylation within the promoter regions of root tissue was more
apparent in the B76 variety as the differences were larger.

Methylation differences between tissue types were not as clear within the CHH
context, with leaf and root levels remaining similar in both B73 and B76. Even with
this revelation, throughout each methylation context, B76 has consistently shown
noticeable differences after drought stress in both leaf and root, whereas in B73
these differences are less defined, with replicates overlapping regardless of
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experimental condition. This analysis gave the overall patterns of methylation
around genes, but further work was needed to find out which genes were
significantly differentially methylated in their promoter regions after drought stress.

3.3.2 Genes with differentially methylated regions (DMRs) in promoter regions
3.3.2.1 Logistic regression results
Logistic regression analysis showed significant DMRs found within the promoter
region of genes. The list of genes with DMR-containing promoter regions were then
separated by maize variety and tissue type to show potential gene expression
differences in the CG, CHG and CHH methylation contexts (Figure 3.5.).

CG

CHG

CHH

Figure 3.5. Venn diagrams showing the number of genes with promoter regions
containing at least one DMR after drought stress in the CG, CHG, and CHH
methylation contexts according to logistic regression analysis.
Numbers in overlapping regions represent the number of genes overlapping
between different varieties and tissues.

The logistic regression results show that there are more genes with significant
promoter DMRs in the CHH context, when compared to CG and CHG. CHH
methylation also differs in specificity as it shows a greater number of differentially
methylated promoter regions in genes that are found in both varieties and both
tissue types. It should be noted that these gene numbers may represent genes that
potentially overlap across the three methylation contexts between varieties.
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Interestingly, the number of genes with CG and CHG DMRs found in their promoter
region remains somewhat consistent across both varieties, although there are
differences observed between tissue types. The root tissue of both B76 and B73
contains less promoter regions being differentially methylated than those found in
their corresponding leaf tissue.

The major methylation differences caused by drought stress lie in the CHH context,
where there are many more genes observed than CG and CHG combined. Even within
the CHH context, there are major differences found between the varieties. Both
tissues in B76 have a higher number of genes found in the corresponding B73 tissue.
Genes found in both B76 leaf and root tissue make up a non-trivial proportion of the
overall B76 genes, which is in stark contrast to B73, where there are much less genes
shared between the tissues.

3.3.2.2 Score test results
To verify genes discovered using logistic regression, the DMRcaller Score test was
also applied to the same mapped data. Results gave a competing list of genes with
significant DMRs in their promoter region taken from the same data set (Figure 3.6).

CG

CHG

CHH

Figure 3.6. Venn diagrams showing the number of genes with promoter regions
containing at least one DMR after drought stress in the CG methylation context,
CHG methylation context, and CHH methylation context according to DMRcaller
Score test analysis.
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The Score test results show a similar result to that of the logistic regression, with
more genes with significant promoter DMRs being found in the in the CHH context.
This includes the fact that CHH contained more genes found in different tissues and
varieties. Compared to the logistic regression results, there were fewer significant
genes observed overall, regardless of tissue type or variety in the CG and CHH
contexts, whereas CHG methylation showed more significant differences in the
promoter regions compared to the logistic regression analysis.

The most dramatic difference in number between varieties is found in the CHH
context again, with B76 root showing the greater number of genes with DMRs in their
promoter regions. This Score test analysis corroborates nicely with the logistic
regression results in terms of overall pattern, but individual genes relating to drought
tolerance were of interest and so genes found to be significant in both analyses were
carried forward.

3.3.2.3 Gene matches between analyses
Genes from the logistic regression and Score test analyses were compared to give a
definitive list of differently methylated genes (Appendices Table 7.1.1.2). As we were
only interested in the differences between B76 and B73, genes that were found in
more than one variety were removed. Matching gene numbers found in both
analyses were collated in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 A table showing the number of genes with differentially methylated
promoter regions after drought stress in both B76 and B73 maize varieties.
B76

CG

CHG

CHH

Root Only

1

0

111

Leaf Only

0

0

33

Leaf and Root

0

0

21

Total

1

0

165

B73

CG

CHG

CHH

Root Only

0

0

4

Leaf Only

0

2

4

Leaf and Root

0

0

0

Total

0

2

8

Significant DMRs were taken from the matched logistic regression (p-value < 0.05)
and Score test (p-value < 0.05) results.

From these results, it is clear to see that a large number of CHH methylation genes
were retained in both analyses. On the other hand, there appears to be a limited
number of genes that were found in both analyses within CG and CHG methylation
contexts.

Interestingly, the number of genes found in the CHH context of B73 is dramatically
lower than B76. This is truer in the root tissue, as that is where the majority of the
genes are found in the B76 variety. As with the two analyses, there are also a large
proportion of genes found in both leaf and root tissue of B76, whereas the same is
not true in B73.

The next piece of the puzzle was determining which type of methylation was
occurring after drought stress, hypermethylation or hypomethylation. Genes
previously found in both leaf and root tissue were treated separately in each tissue
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to note tissue specific changes in methylation. Results show that the most of the
differently methylated genes were hypermethylated after drought stress (Table 3.4).

Table 3.4. Table showing the number of genes with significantly different
methylation levels after drought stress in promoter regions, separated by whether
they had undergone hypermethylation or hypomethylation after drought stress.
CG
B73 Leaf

B76 Leaf

B73 Root

B76 Root

Hypermethylation

0

0

0

1

Hypomethylation

0

0

0

0

B73 Leaf

B76 Leaf

B73 Root

B76 Root

Hypermethylation

0

0

0

0

Hypomethylation

2

0

0

0

B73 Leaf

B76 Leaf

B73 Root

B76 Root

Hypermethylation

3

54

4

131

Hypomethylation

1

0

0

1

CHG

CHH

The most noteworthy result is that, despite the large number of genes that show CHH
methylation changes after drought stress in B76, almost all these changes are
hypermethylation. In fact, there are more instances of hypomethylation after
drought stress in B73 genes across all methylation contexts than there are in B76
genes, despite the 20-fold increase in total gene numbers within the B76 variety. It
should also be noted that B73 genes were also hypermethylated more than
hypomethylated in the CHH context, but as there were far fewer genes this is cannot
be considered a conclusive reaction to drought.
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Hypomethylation after drought stress is seemingly rare in the genes undergoing
differential methylated after drought stress, although there is a limited
hypomethylation response in B73 leaf tissue in the CHG context that is not found in
B76.

The hypermethylation response in B76 tissue appears to be directed through the CHH
pathway, and so the next questions to answer were what role do these significant
genes play after drought stress, and are they related to drought tolerance?

3.3.2.4 GO term groups taken from significant genes
To investigate the role of these significant genes, associated GO terms were analysed
as a whole, regardless of context within each tissue type. There were overwhelmingly
more GO terms found in B76 hypermethylated genes, which is likely explained by the
larger number of genes, when compared to the other tissues (Figure 3.7.).

Figure 3.7. Stacked bar graph showing the number of GO terms associated with
genes with significantly differentially methylated promoter regions after drought
stress.
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After grouping GO terms by overlapping parent GO terms, it is clear to see that many
significant genes found in the B76 leaf and root tissues are associated with molecule
transport, reproductive processes, gene expression, signal transduction and
responses to stress. There is also a large percentage of GO terms that could not be
so easily grouped, and as a result, the majority of these could not be sufficiently
quantified into subgroups.

Within the response to stress subgroup there was also an interesting minor
“response to water deprivation” GO term group (Figure 3.8.) containing five genes
within B76 root (See Appendices Table 6.1.1.2). This group of genes was only
significantly differentially methylated after drought stress in the drought tolerant
B76 variety, which suggests known drought tolerance responses may be regulated
by methylation in the B76 variety. However, it should be noted that this “response
to water deprivation” subgroup was not significantly enriched (p value cutoff = 0.05)
and as such is only anecdoctal.
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Figure 3.8. A GO graph showing the relationships between GO terms found within
the “Response to Water Deprivation” subgroup.
Each connection within this subgroup is represented by an arrow, showing the
direction of the relationship, and how they relate. Each box contains a GO term ID
and the corresponding GO term name.

However, although there are many more GO terms associated with genes in B76 root,
the proportions of these GO terms are not necessarily different to what would be
expected if GO terms were chosen randomly from the total maize reference GO
terms list. Therefore, there was a need to statistically test whether this was the case
or not, and whether the groups observed were indeed significantly enriched within
the subset of genes found to be significantly differentially methylated in the
promoter region. To do this, singular enrichment analysis (SEA) was used on tissue
specific genes found across all methylation contexts.
3.3.2.5 GO term enrichment using SEA
Due to the lack of genes found in all methylation contexts in B73 leaf and root tissues,
SEA could not be performed on this variety, as a minimum of ten genes is needed to
accurately find enriched GO terms.
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As there were over ten genes in both the leaf and the root tissue of B76, SEA was
carried out on both. Similar GO terms were collapsed and grouped by semantic and
GO term tree associations (Figure 3.9.).
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Figure 3.9. REVIGO treemaps summarising GO biological processes overrepresented in genes of leaf and root tissue undergoing hypermethylation in their
promoter region.
Treemaps were generated using GO terms that were over-represented and their
associated p-values (<0.05) according to AgriGOv2 singular enrichment analysis.
Semantically similar GO terms were grouped and each colour represents a different
functional category. The size of each subgroup is proportional to the associated GO
term p-value.
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Within the B76 leaf tissue there are seven semantically similar GO term groups that
show hypermethylation after drought stress in the promoter regions. The largest
semantically similar group is centred around histone regulation and RNA processing.
Other major groups are related to metabolite biosynthesis, signalling and transport.
Enriched B76 root tissue GO terms are separated into three similar groups, although
there are GO term overlaps with B76 leaf tissue enriched GO terms, likely due to the
fact there are a large number of significant genes found in both leaf and root tissue,
and have GO term enrichment in both. Like the leaf tissue, the largest group relates
to histone regulation, and the second largest group is related to metabolite
biosynthesis.

There is a greater number of semantically similar groups in leaf tissue compared to
root tissue, and there are also more enriched GO terms in the leaf tissue. After
deducing the enriched GO terms in both leaf and root tissues of B76, a list of 24 genes
containing these GO terms was collated (Table 3.5.).
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Table 3.5. A table showing genes found in leaf and root that are associated with
enriched GO terms.

Gene Name

Tissue

Protein Associated

Entrez
number

GO term
enriched

GO Term Descriptor

GRMZM2G021831

Leaf

Trihelix-transcription factor
15

100274197

GO:0000097

sulfur amino acid
biosynthetic process

GRMZM2G461501

Leaf

NA

NA

GO:0000965

mitochondrial RNA 3'-end
processing

GRMZM5G883510

Leaf

NA

NA

GO:0000965

mitochondrial RNA 3'-end
processing

GRMZM2G062585

Leaf

(DL)-glycerol-3-phosphatase
2

100217236

GO:0006114

glycerol biosynthetic process

GRMZM2G349243

Leaf

L-type lectin-domain
containing receptor kinase
IV.1

103651308

GO:0007178

transmembrane receptor
protein serine/threonine
kinase signaling pathway

GRMZM2G034835

Leaf

Polygalacturonase

100283875

GO:0010047

fruit dehiscence

GRMZM2G168898

Leaf

Hemoglobin 2

732720

GO:0015671

oxygen transport

GRMZM2G060742

Leaf

Citrate transporter family
protein

100281495

GO:0015700

arsenite transport

GRMZM5G868062

Leaf

Uncharacterized

100282785

GO:0045292

mRNA cis splicing, via
spliceosome

GRMZM2G175513

Leaf

Hypothetical protein

100280332

GO:0051099

positive regulation of binding

GRMZM2G082707

Root

Uncharacterized

100280565

GO:0000027

ribosomal large subunit
assembly

GRMZM2G149649

Root

60S ribosomal protein L12

100284082

GO:0000027

ribosomal large subunit
assembly

GRMZM2G078954

Root

NAC-transcription factor 129

NA

GO:0000077

DNA damage checkpoint

GRMZM2G300945

Root

Uncharacterized

100284874

GO:0006279

premeiotic DNA replication

GRMZM2G458423

Root

Protein PAIR1

103630570

GO:0007134

meiotic telophase I

GRMZM2G126900

Root

Uncharacterized

100273421

GO:0019853

L-ascorbic acid biosynthetic
process

GRMZM2G165535

Root

Phosphomannomutase

100272867

GO:0019853

L-ascorbic acid biosynthetic
process

GRMZM2G083783

Root

Glycine-rich RNA-binding
protein RZ1C

100381912

GO:0048026

positive regulation of mRNA
splicing, via spliceosome

GRMZM2G457003

Root

Uncharacterized

100383401

GO:0060178

regulation of exocyst
localization

GRMZM2G018020

Leaf, Root

Uncharacterized

100277950

GO:0000354

cis assembly of pre-catalytic
spliceosome

GRMZM2G138429

Leaf, Root

Tobamovirus multiplication
protein 2A

100280216

GO:0060070

canonical Wnt signaling
pathway
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GRMZM2G152436

Leaf, Root Deubiquitinase pseudogene

100501239

Leaf
GRMZM2G108894

Chalcone synthase

Leaf, Root

histone H2A K63-linked
deubiquitination

GO:0080110

sporopollenin biosynthetic
process

GO:0030639

polyketide biosynthetic
process

GO:2000616

negative regulation of
histone H3-K9 acetylation

100283134

Root

GRMZM2G428933

GO:0070537

JUMONJI-transcription
factor 3

NA

Of the 24 genes, there are 9 with uncharacterized or unknown associated proteins,
and although there are instances of genes being observed in both leaf and root
tissue, therefore potentially having differing GO enrichment patterns, most genes
are only associated with an individual enriched GO term.

3.3.3 Genomic regions containing DMRs
Although this chapter was focused on gene promoter regions, there is evidence to
suggest that most DMRs are found elsewhere. Each variety and tissue type had its
DMR location proportions visualised across the genome, separated by methylation
context using DMRcaller (Figure 3.10.).
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B76

B73
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Reference Genome
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B76 leaf

1.00

1.00

15%

14%

18%

19%

24%

0.75

26%

0.75

Overlapping Feature
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Intergenic

52%
0.50

67%

% of DMRs
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39%

Intergenic

58%
Transposon
0.50

Transposon

57%

Upstream of Gene
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18%

LeafUpstream of Gene
67%

Gene
Downstream of Gene

0.25

6%
2%

4%

0.25

9%

11%
19%
4%

2%
0%
4%
2%

CHG

CHH

14%
0.00

B73 root
CG

1.00

22%
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Figure 3.10. Stacked bar graphs representing the percentage of DMRs found across
the genome, split by methylation context.
Upstream is considered up to 2 kb upstream of the gene start and downstream is
considered up to 2 kb downstream of the gene end. Gene and TE regions were taken
from references taken from the Gramene database (http://www.gramene.org).

From Figure 3.10. we can see that there is a higher percentage of DMRs found in the
promoter regions of both B73 tissues compared to B76 in the CG context. In general,
there is a higher proportion of significant DMRs found in or around genic regions
within the CG context compared to CHG and CHH methylation contexts, although this
difference is less dramatic in the B76 variety. As a result, the proportion of CG DMRs
found in TE fraction of the B76 tissues is higher than that of B73. Lower numbers of
DMRs found in the CG context may be the reason for inflated percentages when
compared to the other contexts.
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Percentages in the CHG context in B73 and B76 tissue are fairly consistent between
varieties, with a lower percentage of DMRs found near the genic regions when
comparing CG context results, but there are a higher proportion of DMRs found
within genes and the TE fraction. There is a difference between leaf and root tissue
in both varieties, with a higher proportion of DMRs found upstream/downstream or
within the genic regions in leaf and then as a result, a higher proportion found in the
TE fraction of root tissue.

The proportion of CHH DMRs in both tissues and both varieties is very consistent and
due to the increased number of DMRs found in the CHH context, this appears to be
a fairly conclusive result. In each context, tissue type and variety, the largest number
of DMRs are also consistently found in the transposable element fraction, thereby
hinting at a large reaction within TEs of both drought tolerant and drought
susceptible varieties of maize.
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3.4

Discussion

3.4.1 Bisulfite conversion rate issues
The bisulfite conversion rates vary substantially between replicates, meaning that
the differences between samples observed using this bisulfite converted data may
be due biases in the data rather than any biological difference. It is theoretically
possible that these conversion rate differences are caused by reads that map
similarly to several different locations in the genome. Due to the high percentage of
TEs in the maize genome, it could be that we are observing methylated TE reads that
also map to the chloroplast, thereby causing artificially increased methylation levels,
leading to a decrease in the bisulfite conversion rate. Computational efforts were
pursued to resolve this issue, however the bisulfite conversion rates remained similar
to the originally calculated rate. Other studies have also used the same bisulfite
conversion rate calculation successfully on several different maize varieties and this
calculation was successful on the public data sets that were used as controls.
Therefore, it must be concluded that these rates are accurate, and as such, results
from this thesis can only serve as a pilot study for further investigations into
methylation differences caused by drought stress rather than data that can be used
for peer-reviewed research papers. However, further investigation into this data did
result in potentially interesting results.

3.4.2 Differing tissue- and variety-specific global methylation levels after drought
stress in promoter regions
From the quantitation graphs, there are plenty of conclusions that can be theorised
about the role methylation plays in both leaf and root tissue of drought tolerant and
drought susceptible varieties of maize. The increase in methylation within the
promoter regions of B73 leaf compared to B76 leaf in all methylation contexts
suggests there is tighter restriction across all genes in B73, as methylation within this
region is associated gene transcription silencing. This pattern also matches
methylation differences found in rice leaf tissue between drought tolerant and
drought susceptible varieties (Gayacharan & Joel 2013). Of course, this does not
mean that B76 is less controlled, but rather that there is a greater opportunity for
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genes to be potentially expressed in the leaf tissue. This non-restrictive nature in leaf
tissue may play some part in the adaptability of B76 but more research would be
needed to elucidate this in maize. Unlike B73, there is an overall difference in
methylation between control and drought stressed replicates in the promoter region
of B76 leaf. This B76 difference suggests there is an overall decrease in methylation
response after drought conditions in the CG and CHG contexts and an increased
response in the CHH context. CG and CHG methylation are known occur more within
gene bodies in maize (West et al. 2014), and as such may not be as abundant when
observing promoter regions. In fact, there is evidence to suggest that in maize the
majority of CHH methylation is found near TE-associated genes, and may have
become important for gene regulation in specific tissues (Bartels et al. 2018; Gent et
al. 2013). Therefore, it could be theorised that as the B76 leaf tissue in the CHH
context shows a consistent increase in methylation across all drought stressed
replicates, there is a controlled silencing of genes across the genome in response to
drought.

Interestingly, there was an outlier in one of the B76 replicates and as all plants were
grown in the same batch and conditions it is unlikely that growth conditions were the
cause of the difference. A possible theory is that the maize originator of the B76 plant
may have had a similar methylation pattern to that of B73, and possibly due to the
control conditions being different enough to the natural growing conditions, it has
caused a reaction in that plant to appear similarly methylated to the B73 control
tissue.

In root tissue, the methylation percentages are reversed, with the B73 experiencing
lower levels of methylation in the promoter regions than B76. This is counterintuitive as it was expected that in the drought tolerant variety, there would be a
gene expression reaction within root. These results do not exclude this theory, as
there are fewer significant methylation events in the promoter regions of the B73
replicates, suggesting that these methylation events are not relevant to a specific
genic response to drought. As shown through GO analysis, the change in methylation
in B76 is related to a large number of specific genes that could be involved in the
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origin of the drought tolerance. This is in keeping with the theory that the B73
response to drought is a limited “jack of all trades, master of none” response to all
stress events, whereas the drought tolerant B76 variety has a directed response to
drought stress specifically focusing on several tolerance genes. In the CG and CHG
contexts there was more methylation after drought stress in the B76 root, which may
play a role in drought stress tolerance, although the number of DMRs found in each
was significantly lower than CHH, and so may not be as dramatic. Within the CHH
context of B76 root tissue, the increase in overall methylation in the drought tissue
may suggest a similar reaction to that in the leaf, that there is a controlled silencing
of genes after drought stress.

With all this said, there is a statistical limitation when looking at the global
methylation patterns of each individual replicate, caused by the slight differences in
bisulfite conversion rates. A change of in conversion rate of 1% could dramatically
affect downstream analysis due to the size of the genome and the number of reads
generated. This limitation is unavoidable and is difficult to account for and therefore
results from this data must be corroborated with publicly available expression data
before being published.

3.4.3 Methylation pattern of CHH islands in promoter regions
Results from both the logistic regression and the Score test show that there were
many more DMRs found within the CHH context, meaning the CHH methylation
results are the interesting aspect of this experiment. CHH methylation levels in maize
are relatively low compared to plants like Arabidopsis, therefore this result is
showing a dramatic change in the CHH context above all others. This increase in DMR
changes within CHH is probably due to the role they play in the silencing of TEs found
near genic regions, such as DNA transposons (Zakrzewski et al. 2017), and due to the
fact CHH islands are found upstream of genic regions in maize, rather than CHH being
less nuanced in its response to drought stress. These CHH islands are thought to serve
as a barrier between the silenced transposable elements near genes and the gene
promoter regions (Gent et al. 2013; Li et al. 2015). An explanation for this apparent
focus on CHH methylation is that genes near CHH islands are being hypermethylated
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to ensure TE regions that are found near these genes are silenced during drought
stress. This could be an instance of killing two birds with one stone, with the variety
beneficially switching off genes as well as silencing nearby potentially harmful TEs
families. Also, as a higher number of genes occur in both leaf and root tissue, there
also appears to be a plant-wide reaction to drought stress in the CHH context of B76,
and only a lesser response in B73. These combined factors explain why there were
more genes with promoter DMRs in the B76 variety, and suggests there is a drought
response in the drought tolerant maize variety not found in the drought susceptible
variety.

Genes with significant DMRs in their promoters were used as an indicator of a
directed reaction to drought stress, and the results show differences in DMRcontaining gene promoter numbers between the two varieties in all contexts in both
tissues. The number of genes found in all contexts and tissues taken as a whole were
very different for both varieties, indicating that the magnitude of genic response
within the varieties may be an effective strategy in methylation response to drought
stress. This conclusion is logical, as if methylation does play a part in the drought
response of drought tolerant plants, then genes relating to the protection of the
plant during drought should be differentially methylated, and therefore differentially
silenced or expressed. This difference in the number of genes found to be significant
also extends to the difference in whether there was hypermethylation or
hypomethylation after stress. As mentioned previously, hypermethylation in gene
promoter regions is indicative of the silencing of genes after drought stress, whereas
hypomethylation in the same region can lead to expression of that gene (Li et al.
2008; Pumplin et al. 2016; Y. Wang et al. 2016; Weinhold, Kallenbach & Baldwin
2013; Liguo Zhang et al. 2012). A hypermethylation pattern emerges across the B76
variety of maize, regardless of tissue type, after drought stress. Unlike the gene
numbers found in CHH, the lower number of genes found in the CG and CHG contexts
means there are fewer conclusions that can be gathered from results in these two
contexts. However, it is interesting to note that even with the 15x fold increase in
the overall number of genes from B73 to B76, there are still more instances of
hypomethylation after drought stress in B73. This result shows that after drought
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stress, there is a motive from the B76 variety to hypermethylate the promoter
regions of specific genes.

3.4.4 Enriched GO terms associated with significant genes
From initial analysis of the GO terms associated with significant genes in B76, there
appears to be a significant number of transport, reproductive process, gene
expression, signal transduction and response to stress GO terms enriched after
drought stress. However, even though a large percentage of genes are related to
these terms, they were not deemed significantly enriched across the subset of genes
when compared to the reference filtered gene set. This may not be surprising as in
maize there is a high proportion of genes relating to each of these groups, as the
maize v4 GAMER reference contains 39324 genes overall, of which 9455, 4935,
13390, 7006 and 12007 relate to transport, reproductive process, gene expression,
signal transduction and response to stress respectively. With this in mind, there is
also a known bias around these enriched GO terms, as genes with rarer GO terms are
more likely to be significantly enriched, whereas more common GO terms may not
appear enriched even with a far more substantial number of genes associated with
them. This was the case with these major groups, including the interesting minor
“response to water deprivation” GO term family discussed in the results section.
Taking all this into account, there are still interesting results outside of the SEA
enriched GO terms but these significant responses are more difficult to quantify so
SEA was required.

Due to a lack of numbers, enrichment analysis of GO terms associated with the genes
found to have differently methylated regions in their promoter regions could not be
achieved in any tissue type of the B73 variety. However, these genes are still of
interest as they proved significant and as such were still studied. The two genes found
hypomethylated within B73 leaf CHG context were associated with uncharacterised
proteins, but their GO terms show that these genes relate to the xylan metabolic
process and gene silencing pathways. Even though B73 is drought susceptible, this
shows that B73 still has a directed reaction to drought, as lowering xylan content in
Arabidopsis is linked with drought tolerance (Yan et al. 2018). This directed response
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is also confirmed in the CHH context of B73 leaf as the two significant genes found
are also related to drought tolerance in higher plants, MYB-transcription factors in
maize (Wu et al. 2019) and hydroxycinnamoyl transferase in grapevine (Haider et al.
2017). In B73 root, there are four genes found to be significantly hypermethylated
after drought stress, all found within the CHH methylation context. Three of these
genes are associated with uncharacterised proteins and the fourth is a cell division
control protein, which may play a role in drought tolerance although further research
would be needed to verify this, as GO terms associated with these genes do not
elucidate any particular pathways being controlled. So, although there are no GO
terms being enriched in these B73 genes, there are genes with significantly different
methylation patterns after drought stress related to drought tolerance.

As mentioned previously, enriched GO terms were only found in the B76 variety, and
there were only enough hypermethylated genes after drought stress to perform SEA,
so results focused on the function of these potentially silenced B76 genes. In both
tissue types of B76, there are GO terms associated with significant genes that are
related negative regulation of histone acetylation. These GO terms are consistent
with knowledge around response to drought stress in plants, as the regulation of
histone deacetylases are generally associated with the repression of genes through
chromatin structural changes (Y. Zheng et al. 2016). For example, the histone
deacetylase HDA6 is known to regulate the JA signalling pathway in Arabidopsis
during drought (Kim et al. 2017). JA is well studied as a plant hormone that plays a
beneficial role during drought stress in higher plants, such as tobacco (Jin et al. 2011),
soybean (Anjum et al. 2011) and Arabidopsis (Brossa et al. 2011). There are also
histone deacetylases that are found to repress ABA accumulation after drought
stress in Arabidopsis, therefore negative regulation of this process helps during
drought events (Song et al. 2005; Sridha & Wu 2006). The ABA pathway is linked to
drought tolerance in maize (Hu et al. 2012; Lu et al. 2013; Lixin Zhang et al. 2012) and
so is a good indicator of these genes playing a role in drought tolerance, especially in
relation to the negative regulation of ABA (Sah, Reddy & Li 2016; Singh et al. 2015;
Wang et al. 2009). There is also an interaction between JA and ABA when regulating
plants during drought stress conditions (Brossa et al. 2011; de Ollas, Arbona &
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Gómez-Cadenas 2015), suggesting that these pathways may be regulated during
drought stress, as previously speculated, using histone deacetylases. Histone
deubiquitination was another GO term found in both leaf and root tissues of B76,
and this also has a role in the ABA signalling pathway, as in rice, the reversible
ubiquitination of histone H2B fine-tunes the ABA pathway and is used to regulate the
drought response (Ma et al. 2019). There are also genes relating to polyketide
metabolic and biosynthetic processes that have been hypermethylated after drought
stress in both tissues in the B76 variety. Polyketides, such as the Chalcone synthase
found in this work, are transcriptionally repressed after drought in the maize ovary
(Kakumanu et al. 2012), and this gene also relates to the JA-pathway through
regulation of maize anthocyanin production (Park, Bae & Ryu 2015). So, as far as
global reactions in drought stressed plants are concerned, there appears to be a
histone modification focus in both the leaf and root tissues of the B76 variety.
Despite the similarities between the GO terms in both leaf and root, there are some
tissue specific responses. In leaf tissue, there are genes associated with the glycerol
biosynthetic process, which relates to the production of glycerol. This glycerol
production is known to increase grain yield in maize after drought stress (Obata et
al. 2015) and as such is beneficial to the maize industry. In root, there are significant
genes around the production of ascorbic acid, which plays an important role in the
protection of the plant during drought stress, as it protects lipids and proteins against
reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Akram, Shafiq & Ashraf 2017; Naz, Akram & Ashraf
2016; Noman et al. 2015). There is also a correlation with the enrichment of the
mannose biosynthesis occurring in root tissue, as this metabolite is also involved in
the biosynthesis of ascorbic acid (Conklin et al. 1999). ROS are plant signals that
induce drought response (Qi et al. 2018), but after prolonged stress they can
additionally have an adverse effect on the plant (Cruz de Carvalho 2008). Therefore,
the regulation that is occurring in the root of the B76 plant is likely beneficial to the
plant after drought through this regulation of ROS. From the collective B76 results, it
there appears to be a response within the JA, ABA and ROS pathways, which are
crucial drought stress response pathways in many higher plants including maize.
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What is less covered is the potential effect ascorbic acid has on the drought tolerance
of B76.

3.4.5 Genes relating to enriched GO terms
Of course, to verify the pathways regulated after drought stress, elucidation of
specific genes relating to these enriched GO terms was needed. There are five genes
found in both B76 tissues that match an enriched GO term, although one of these is
uncharacterized. These genes are likely focused around general protection of the
plant, and so play a role within B76 regardless of where in the plant they are
expressed. As mentioned previously, chalcone synthase is a gene that fits this
description, with it being involved in the JA pathway and is known to be repressed
after drought, matching the results of this experiment. The JUMONJI-transcription
factors, such as the one also differentially methylated in both tissues, regulate
transcription through the modification of chromatin structure (Takeuchi et al. 2006;
Yu et al. 2008), and confer drought tolerance through their down-regulation in both
transgenic tobacco and peanut plants (Govind et al. 2009), although there is a nontolerance related upregulation observed after drought stress in sea buckthorn (Ye et
al. 2018). Another gene found in both tissues, deubiquitinase, removes ubiquitin
from targeted proteins, preventing degradation (March & Farrona 2018), and is
known to be down-regulated after drought stress in the drought tolerant YE8112
variety of maize (Zenda et al. 2018). This response may point to a regulation of the
ubiquitin pathway, which looks to prevent degradation of proteins during stress
events. A homologous gene to the tobamovirus multiplication protein 2A, another
gene found in both tissues of this experiment, was also found to be differentially
expressed in drought tolerant peanut after drought stress (Ding et al. 2014), and the
repression of this protein prevents tobamovirus accumulation (Hashimoto et al.
2016). Therefore, although this gene is differentially expressed after drought stress
in plants, this may in fact be a defence response to opportunistic biotic stresses
during the periods of high stress, such as that caused by drought. The results
presented in this study, therefore present four genes with links with responses to
stress found in both tissues.
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There are also genes found in only one tissue type, which does indicate that looking
at both root and leaf during this experiment was justified as there are tissue-specific
responses. There are ten leaf-specific genes found to be differentially methylated
after drought stress in B76, of which six were characterized. One of these six is a
trihelix transcription factor, and these are known to negatively regulate stomatal
development and drought tolerance in wheat (X. Zheng et al. 2016), Arabidopsis (Yoo
et al. 2010) and rice (J. Li et al. 2019). In rice, these transcription factors also respond
to ABA and as this gene is differentially methylated after stress, and is in leaf tissue,
there is evidence to suggest the same occurs in maize, showing another link to the
ABA pathway. The DL-glycerol-phosphatase 2 protein observed in this study
dephosphorylates glycerol-3-phosphate into glycerol, thereby protecting cellular
structures during osmotic stress and confers drought tolerance in Arabidopsis
(Caparrós-Martín et al. 2007), although there is overexpression after drought stress
in foxtail millet (Pan et al. 2018). Similarly to the conclusion from this project,
glycerol-phosphatase is a proposed drought response candidate gene in barley,
through QTL mapping after drought (Gudys et al. 2018). L-type lectin-domain
containing receptor kinases, like that found to be differently methylated in this study,
are both strongly expressed and repressed after drought stress in Arabidopsis
(Bouwmeester & Govers 2009). However, as of now there is no conclusive evidence
to suggest that this gene has a role in drought tolerance and so more research is
needed to find out if there is a role. Polygalacturonase is a cell wall hydrolase that
degrades cell wall pectin during fruit ripening and was also the protein created
through the expression of one of the significantly differentially methylated genes (Liu
et al. 2014). Inhibition of polygalacturonase increases in drought tolerant varieties of
maize, whereas drought susceptible varieties decrease inhibition (Xiaoli Wang et al.
2016), which would agree with the methylation results presented here. With
hypermethylation of the polygalacturonase gene, silencing of this gene is implied,
and therefore it is likely methylation plays a part in B76 tolerance. Non-symbiotic
hemoglobins in plants, such as hemoglobin 2, can reduce nitrite into nitric oxide (Tiso
et al. 2012), and the resulting product is involved in adaptation to drought in higher
plants, such as Arabidopsis (Kumar et al. 2016; Montilla-Bascón et al. 2017). In rice,
there is research showing that non-symbiotic hemoglobins are repressed after
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drought acclimation (Marraccini et al. 2012). In fact, there was a similar study to this
project looking at drought stress responses in B73 and another drought tolerant
variety of maize, Mo18W, and hemoglobin 2 was also highlighted as a candidate gene
for drought tolerance (Campbell et al. 2015). Although citrate transporter families
are not well studied when relating to drought stress in maize, citrate is the cytosolic
substrate of Coenzyme A, an important enzyme in many metabolic processes, and an
accumulation of it is linked with drought tolerance (Correia et al. 2018; GargalloGarriga et al. 2018). Therefore, the repression of the citrate transporter family
protein would be expected to increase accumulation within the leaf tissue, thereby
potentially leading to drought tolerance in maize. There are also four genes that have
a reaction to drought stress in this tolerant variety, yet have uncharacterized
associated proteins. These would likely be interesting candidate genes to study in
future to gauge their role in drought tolerance if any. In the leaf there is not a
collective and clear mechanism when responding to drought stress in B76, rather,
there are responses that collectively aid drought tolerance, although more research
on the characterized and uncharacterized genes is needed to discover how important
they are to the drought tolerance of B76.

There were nine genes that were found to be significantly differently expressed in
root, and as such were potential candidate genes for drought tolerance in the B76
maize variety. Only five of these genes were characterized and therefore had
relevant research around them. One such gene was 60S ribosomal protein L12, which
is part of the ribosomal protein family known to be a part of the translational
machinery of the cell, and there are indications that they also respond to abiotic
stresses in maize (Casati & Walbot 2003; Wu et al. 2016). There are unclear links
between drought and ribosomal protein expression, as in wheat there is a decrease
in ribosomal protein abundance after drought stress (Faghani et al. 2015), whereas
there are mixed expression levels across the different ribosomal protein families
within the Stipa purpurea plant (Li et al. 2016). NAC transcription factors, such as
NAC-transcription factor 129, play an important role in the response to abiotic
stresses, such as drought, and are known to be induced by dehydration and ABA
(Nakashima et al. 2012). In Arabidopsis, the NAC transcription factor encoded by the
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RD26 gene responds to ABA, JA and dehydration (Fujita et al. 2004), and in rice,
overexpression of the SNAC1 transcription factor gene during drought conditions
causes drought tolerance in field conditions (Hu et al. 2006). As stated previously,
the JA pathway plays a role in antagonising ABA biosynthesis during initial drought
stress and is linked to drought tolerance in plants (Gupta et al. 2017; Harb et al. 2010;
Seo et al. 2011). Even in maize there is evidence of this action, as the transcription
factor associated with the ZmNAC111 gene is regulated by ABA, and is involved in
maize drought tolerance (Mao et al. 2015), and ZmSNAC1 is also induced by ABA and
dehydration in transgenic Arabidopsis plants, again causing drought tolerance (Lu et
al. 2012). The PAIR1 gene shown in this study, is essential for homologous
chromosome pairing and cytokinesis during meiosis in rice (Nonomura 2004).
Therefore, repression of the PAIR1 gene through hypermethylation of drought in
maize is likely linked to reproduction of the plant, suggesting a limiting of
reproduction processes during drought to ensure survival of the plant.
Phosphomannomutase, on the other hand, catalyses the interconversion of
mannose-6-phosphate and mannose-1-phosphate, and regulates ascorbic acid
production in plants (Qian et al. 2007; Wheeler, Jones & Smirnoff 1998; Yu et al.
2010). As mentioned previously, this ascorbic acid pathway helps protect against long
term ROS damage through regulation of this signalling molecule. Glycine-rich RNAbinding proteins, such as RZ1C, were first discovered in maize, in relation to their
response to drought stress due to fact they are induced by the ABA hormone (Gómez
et al. 1988). Interestingly, the glycine-rich RNA-binding protein 2 is also found to be
differentially expressed after drought stress in maize leaf tissue (Zhao et al. 2016). In
Arabidopsis, the expression of the Glycine-rich RNA-binding proteins RZ1A and
protein 4, has a negative impact on the plant during the seed and seedling stages
throughout dehydration (Kim et al. 2007; Kwak, Kim & Kang 2005). Therefore, the
silencing of this gene using through hypermethylation of the promoter region is likely
beneficial after drought stress. From the root genes found to contain significantly
different methylation within their promoter regions after drought stress, there is
some commonality between the responses, and the GO terms found to be related
also show a consensus. ABA regulation of the NAC transcription factor and glycinerich RNA-binding protein show that this is an important response within B76 root,
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but as this is such a widespread and known response to stress, it is not a surprise.
However, these, plus the uncharacterized genes, would make interesting candidate
genes in future, and more research is needed to elucidate their role in the drought
tolerance of B76.

3.4.6 Conclusions
To summarise, across both leaf and root in the B76 variety, 24 candidate genes with
differently methylated promoter regions after drought stress were discovered, 9 of
which were uncharacterized. As the drought susceptible B73 plants only had limited
number of genes that were significantly differentially methylated in both analyses
after drought stress and no enriched GO terms, it can be inferred that the response
is not as concentrated as B76. This is likely part of why the B73 variety is not as
adaptable to drought stress as B76. From the group of 15 genes with known functions
found in the B76 variety, it can be postulated that drought tolerant B76 is regulating
genes using methylation within the ABA pathway, through JA and ROS signalling after
drought stress. ABA accumulation is a well-known drought tolerance technique
employed by higher plants, but signalling around it can have undesired damaging
consequences for the plant, and as such there is a need for tight regulation. There is
also a methylation prevalence around DMRs found in CHH islands 2 kb upstream of
genes in the B76 variety of maize, which could indicate that this variety has adapted
to using the TE regulation machinery as a method of controlling both TE activity and
the negative regulation of important drought stress genes. The total list of candidate
genes is also a great leaping off point for future gene expression experiments, and
hopefully future gene expression results can be used to corroborate the expected
expression inferences afforded by hypermethylation in this experiment. As of the
writing of this thesis, there is no public dataset RNA expression data for B76 maize
that relates to drought stress, although there are B76 control datasets. Therefore, a
future experiment is needed to create the drought stressed dataset to establish that
RNA expression differences occur in the same genes with DMRs in their promoter
regions theorised in this chapter.
It should also be noted that the conclusions of this experiment only covered the gene
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promoter regions. As observed in Figure 3.10., it was observed that most droughtstress related DMRs are found within the TE fraction, and as the maize genome is
uniquely dominated by this TE fraction, further research is also needed to observe
how methylation changes after drought stress within this region.

However, with the limitations caused by the inconsistent bisulfite rates, these
conclusions need to be corroborated using successfully converted data.
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4

Drought-stress specific methylation changes across maize
Transposable Element (TE) subfamilies

4.1

Introduction

Transposable element (TE) regulation through DNA methylation is a well known
phenomonom in plants (Diez, Roessler & Gaut 2014; Slotkin & Martienssen 2007),
with TE silencing arising through hypermethylation across the length of each TE
(Zilberman et al. 2007). Along with siRNAs, methylation provides the safety net
needed to protect against potentially catastrophic TE activation events, especially in
TE-rich plants such as maize (Li et al. 2014). TE silencing caused by methylation can
also play an integral part of genic expression in the plant, an example of which is the
role methylation regulation plays in the creation and survival of genes derived from
Mutator-like TEs in rice, which ultimately drive adaptation in the plant (J. Wang et al.
2016). This driving of adaptation is of the utmost importance to the future potential
use of maize as a food crop during changes in climate, and as such understanding the
regulation of the large TE fraction in maize provides a method through which
adaptation could be directed. As the TE fraction is highly regulated through
methylation, there is an interest in whether a hypomethylation change can cause a
reactivation of the TE fraction in maize. This is observed in other higher plants, such
as Arabidopsis, where methylation is found to be particularly important for silencing
TEs and hypomethylation does cause massive transcriptional TE reactivation
(Tsukahara et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2006).

Drought stress is known to change methylation patterns near genes (See Chapter 3),
and it is also theorised that this may be the case within the TE fraction of maize. There
are 13 TE superfamilies in maize made up of 1526 families (Baucom et al. 2009;
Schnable et al. 2009; Tenaillon et al. 2011), each with it’s own activity and genetic
structure. As such, during this study we were interested in which TE superfamilies
were differentially methylated, possibly leading to reactivation during drought
stress. A hypomethylation pattern observed in a TE may be an indicator of a
reactivation of that particular TE after drought stress, and this is known to be a driver
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of adaptation if the reactivated TE is inserted into the right genomic area, such as
promoters.

Interestingly, there is evidence outside the plant kingdom positing that TE integration
into the promoter regions of stress response genes during activation events
enhances gene expression, thereby driving evolution (Feng, Leem & Levin 2013), and
this is also observed in maize after heat, salt and UV stress (Makarevitch et al. 2015).
It is not only through promoter enhancements that TEs can affect gene expression as
plants, as there is evidence of insertions within exons creating novel genes (Hirsch &
Springer 2017). However, as methylation changes found in promoter regions after
drought stress in drought tolerant maize was already shown, this study was more
interested in if TEs were being used as a methylation off/on switch within droughtresponse gene promoter regions in maize.

It should also be noted that drought tolerant varieties of maize, such as the B76
variety used in this chapter, have already undergone some kind of adaptation, and
therefore may not show dramatic methylation changes caused by drought stress.
However, it would be expected that B73 should show methylation changes after
stress, as a survival method during potentially deadly stresses. This is evidenced in
other higher plants, such as the drought tolerant varieties of rice, that are known to
keep methylation levels consistent in the TE fraction after drought stress when
compared to susceptible varieties (Zheng et al. 2017).

Although the relaxation of TE silencing through hypomethylation after stress may
benefit the plant, this benefit in fitness may not be in tune with what humans need
from this crop. For example, hypomethylation in a oil palm LINE (long interspersed
nuclear element) retrotransposon causes an abnormality in the plant that causes a
reduction in yield (Ong-Abdullah et al. 2015). This kind of adaptation would obviously
not be considered useful when considering it as a crop for human and animal
consumption. Therefore, there is a definite need for the plant to not only survive
periods of drought, but also reduce any negative impact on grain yield.
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Three main aims were chosen to answer the question of whether TE methylation
plays a role in the control of drought tolerance genes in maize: 1) To determine if
there are global methylation differences in the TE fraction after drought stress, and
if so which TEs are affected. 2) To determine if these differentially methylated TEs
are found within promoter regions of important genes. 3) To determine if the genes
with differentially methylated TEs in their promoter regions also have differentially
methylated promoter regions, therefore playing a potentially important role in their
regulation.
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4.2

Methods

4.2.1 Data information
Bisulfite data from Chapter 3 was reused for the analysis of this chapter. Therefore,
maize growth, sample collection, DNA extraction, bisulfite treatment, next
generation sequencing and raw data preparation were all the same from Chapter 3
(See Chapter 3 - 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4.1).

4.2.2 Data analysis
4.2.2.1 Genomic mapping
Whole-genome B73 and B76 leaf and root methylation data, generated in the
previous chapter, was mapped to three reference databases using SMALT
(https://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/tools/smalt-0), using a modified version of the
Diez et al. (2014) protocol. The first reference was the filtered gene set (FGS) taken
from the B73 RefGen_v2 maize genome (Schnable et al. 2009). The second reference
was a custom-made knob and centromeric sequence database, as described in Diez
et al. (2014). The last and most relevant reference for this study was the unique
transposable element database (UTE) developed by Tenaillon et al. (2011). This
mapping allows for the resulting UTE bam files to be split up into 35 bp kmers, which
are matched to TE families, thereby giving a good indication of methylation
differences in each TE family.

4.2.2.2 Kmer analysis
The resulting bam files were converted to FASTQ files using the bedtools bamtofastq
program. To measure methylation in each TE family, mapped reads were divided into
35 bp kmers and each kmer was counted throughout each sample genome using
Jellyfish (Marçais & Kingsford 2011), as long as the kmer was found in the reference
UTE reads. Options for Jellyfish count were -m 35 -s 30000000000 -c 7 -C -L 2. Kmers
were assigned to TE subfamilies if they were found at least once in an associated TE
family. To reduce data complexity, any kmer found in more than one TE was removed
from the dataset. Using personally developed Perl scripts, kmers that occurred in a
minimum of seven reads and contained at least four cytosine opportunities were
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matched to TE families. For each cytosine within each kmer the ratio of methylated
cytosines to total methylated cytosine opportunities was calculated. This step
allowed the isolation of kmers that are informative about the TE in which the kmer
is found, even using the degenerative nature of whole-genome bisulfite sequencing
data.

4.2.2.3 Statistical analysis
Only TE families with ratios found in all replicates were analysed in R. Using the
Shapiro-Wilk normality test in R, all data sets were determined to be non-normal and
as a result two-tailed, independent, non-parametric tests were used. All kmers and
related ratios found within each TE were collectively used to perform Wilcoxon rank
sum tests on each TE, comparing methylation ratios in control tissue and drought
stressed tissue. Plots were created in R, using the log of Wilcoxon rank sum tests pvalues as the y-axis, and the ratio difference between the mean TE ratios of drought
stressed and control replicates as the x-axis. Bonferroni correction was applied to
account for the number of tests performed. TEs with a corrected p-value < 0.01 were
considered significant and continued for further analysis. TEs that were found to have
significant differences in methylation after drought stress were separated into TE
superfamilies using the unified classification system for TEs (Wicker et al. 2007).

4.2.2.4 Promoter region analysis
BED files were generated detailing 2 kb regions upstream of all genes found in the
maize reference B73 RefGen_v3 using personally developed bash and Perl scripts.
Gene information was taken from Gramene (http://www.gramene.org, Data Release
61). The bedtools getfasta program was used with these BED files and the reference
genome

FASTA

file

to

separate

CDS

and

promoter

regions

(http://www.gramene.org/). Perl scripts were used to compare significant
differentially methylated TEs and maize promoter regions, whilst removing genes
that contained significant TEs in both the genic and promoter regions.
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4.3

Results

4.3.1 Significantly differentially methylated TEs after drought stress
To perform this experiment, drought stressed and control leaf and root tissue were
taken from B73 and B76 maize plants as described in section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 of
chapter 3. From the extracted bisulfite sequencing data, methylation differences
between the control and drought stressed replicates were calculated for each TE
family. From the scatter plots generated using this data, there appears to be a
contrast in significant TE numbers and methylation differences between leaf and root
tissues in both varieties (Figure 4.1.).

Figure 4.1. Scatter plots showing Wilcoxon test log p-values against differences in
methylation ratios between control and stressed replicates in all transposable
element (TE) families.
Each TE family is represented by either a black (not significant) or red (significant)
circle. A cutoff of Bonferroni-corrected p < 0.01 was used to represent a significant
difference between the two conditions. Positive x-axis values indicate more
methylation in the stressed than control tissue after drought stress hence
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hypomethylation in test tissue. Negative values indicate hypomethylation in test
tissue after drought stress. Numbers at the bottom of each plot represent number of
significant TE families (Red) in the total number of TE families tested (Black) that have
undergone hypo- or hypermethylation. TE families that experienced no change are
not included in these numbers.

Of the 1526 TE families observed in the TE database, examples of 1165, 1148, 1377
and 1388 families are found in all replicates of the B73 leaf, B73 root, B76 leaf and
B76 root tissue respectively. This shows that significant TE differences found
between tissue types are not due to differences in number of TEs analysed. However,
there is a slight difference in number of TEs covered between varieties, as in B73 leaf
and root tissues there are ~200 less TEs found in all replicates, when compared to
the same tissues in B76. However, important TE families that are mentioned later,
such as the huck TE family, were similarly represented in both.

Although TE numbers are similar across the board, there are differences between
tissue types in terms of hypermethylation or hypomethylation. In root tissue, there
are more TEs undergoing hypermethylation and fewer undergoing hypomethylation
after drought stress in both varieties. Therefore, there are tissue specific differences
in methylation after drought stress, regardless of variety, with root undergoing more
hypermethylation events than leaf tissue in the TE fraction. The general trends are
that B76 has more TE family kmer coverage than B73 and more root TE families
undergo hypermethylation after drought stress than leaf.

4.3.2 Superfamily breakdown of significant TEs
Using Wilcoxon tests to compare TE methylation ratios in control and drought
stressed replicates, a number of TEs are found to be significantly differentially
methylated (Bonferroni corrected p < 0.01) after drought stress. In the B73 variety,
74 significantly different TEs are observed in leaf tissue, and in root this number was
169. In the B76 variety, there are 151 differentially methylated TEs after drought
stress in leaf, and 175 in root. These significant TE raw numbers, along with reference
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TE raw numbers are found in Appendices Table 6.2.1.1. The visualization of the
breakdown of significant TE family numbers is represented in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. A bar graph showing TE representation of significantly differentially
methylated TEs across each maize TE superfamily in leaf and root tissue.
TE superfamily names are taken from Wicker et al. (2007). The maize variety B73 is
in blue, and the B76 variety is in green. Differences determined by using a Z-test:
*Significant (p < 0.05), **Significant (p < 0.01).

There is representation across most TE superfamilies of significantly differentially
methylated TEs after drought stress. In the maize TE reference, there is one TE that
does not fit any higher classification, PPP_PPO. In B73, the difference in the genomic
methylation of the PPP_PPO TE is significant in both leaf and root tissue, whereas
this is not the case in B76.

As these numbers do not consider the number of families expected within the
reference genome, these reference TE family numbers were visualized in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3. A Bar graph showing the number of TE families within each TE
superfamily in the B73 maize reference genome alongside the number of
significantly different families found in B76 after drought stress.
Differences determined by using a Z-test: *Significant (p < 0.05).

4.3.2.1 Class I TEs - Retrotransposons
L1 is the first TE superfamily described to have tissue specific differences in this
research, with B73 only having L1 TE families with significant differential methylation
after drought stress in the leaf tissue. B76, on the other hand, contains more L1 TE
families within its root, but both tissue types still have L1 representation. L1 TE
families are not well represented in the TE database with only 2% coming from this
superfamily. RTE TEs are not found to be differentially methylated in any tissue or
variety as there were no significant RTE TE families found in either tissue or variety,
although this is not a surprise as RTE TE families represent less than 1% of all TE
families in the maize TE database. These first four TEs, although containing some
interesting differences, do not represent the majority of the TE families found in the
reference TE database, therefore minor changes may not be significant.

The Copia superfamily is the first of the major maize TE superfamilies, and represents
10% of the total TE families found in the maize TE database. Within each maize
variety there are differing numbers of significant TE families across the different
tissues (Bonferroni-corrected p-value < 0.01). In B73, there are fewer TE families in
the leaf tissue compared to root, whereas in B76 this trend across significant TEs is
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reversed between the tissues. When comparing between the two varieties within
leaf tissue, there are more TE families found after drought stress in B76, and in the
root tissue there are more TE families in B73.

Another major TE superfamily within maize is the Gypsy family, which represents
16% of all the TE families found in maize. This representation, along with the large
number of significant TE families found in this family, means that this family is
noteworthy. Within B73, there are dramatically more Gypsy TE families in the root
tissue when compared to the leaf tissue, and this is also the case in B76, although to
a much lesser degree. The leaf tissue also shows a similarly dramatic difference
between B73 and B76, with more significant TE families found in B76, however B73
root contains more significant TEs than any other TE family across all tissues.

The class I retrotransposons are made up of L1, RTE, Copia and Gypsy TEs, which have
a higher number of families found in the B76 variety, regardless of tissue type, but
particularly in B76 root.

4.3.2.2 Class II TEs - DNA transposons
Unclassified LTR TEs make up 12% of the total TE families in the maize TE reference,
and therefore they are also considered a major TE superfamily. Compared to the
Copia and Gypsy superfamilies, the significantly differentially methylated unclassified
LTR TE families are underrepresented in both leaf and root tissues of both varieties.
There are consistently lower numbers of significant unclassified LTR TE families in
both the leaf and root tissue of B73, when compared to the same tissues in B76. This
difference is not observed within each variety, as unclassified LTR superfamily
numbers remain consistent regardless of tissue type.

Like that of the RTE superfamily, there are no significant tRNA TE superfamily found
in either variety, regardless of tissue type, and this is likely due to them representing
less than 1% of all the TE families found in the TE reference.
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The hAT TE superfamily are the largest maize TE superfamily, representing 25% of all
the TE families found in the TE database. Surprisingly, this family is also
proportionally underrepresented across all tissues and varieties in this study,
although it must be remembered even though hAT TEs represent a large majority of
all TE families, this does not equate to actual TE copy numbers across the genome.
In terms of pure hAT family numbers, the B73 variety is particularly
underrepresented across both leaf and root tissues, when compared to the
equivalent tissue in B76, although there are consistent numbers of significant hAT TE
families regardless of tissue within B73. From these results, it is also evident that
significant hAT TE families are more abundant in root than in leaf, in the B76 variety.
The CACTA TE superfamily represents 8% of all TE families found in the TE database,
and most tissues found in both varieties show similar numbers of significantly
differentially methylated TE families found in this superfamily. The only outlier is that
of B73 root tissue, where there is a 4-fold increase in the number of significant TE
families when compared to all the other tissues.

The PIF-Harbinger superfamily is also a major TE superfamily as it represents 12% of
all the TE families observed in the TE reference database. Within each variety, the
number of significant PIF-Harbinger families remain consistent across both tissues.
However, this superfamily is underrepresented, with B76 only showing a slightly
higher number of families when compared to B73 in both leaf and root tissue types,
although this difference is potentially negligible due to the low number of TE families
in each tissue.

The Mutator superfamily makes up 9% of all the families in maize, and in this study,
there are more significant Mutator families in the leaf tissue of B73, when compared
to the root tissue, which is the opposite of the tissue difference in B76. The main
difference between the two varieties occurs in the root tissue, where B76 shows
noticeably more Mutator TE families than the equivalent tissue in B73.
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The Tc1-Mariner superfamily represents 4% of the TE families found in the TE
reference database, which may explain the absence of this superfamily in B73, and
why there is only one Tc1-Mariner family that is significant in each of the leaf and
root tissues in B76.

The Helitron TE superfamily is only found to be differentially methylated after
drought stress in the root tissues, in both B73 and B76. The same number of TEs
within the Helitron superfamily are found in the root tissue of both varieties. The
number of TEs found to be differentially methylated after drought stress corresponds
with the low representation of the Helitron superfamily in the TE database, which
only represents 1% of all TE families.

The class II subclass 1 DNA transposons consist of unclassified LTR, tRNA, hAT, CACTA,
PIF-Harbinger, Mutator, Tc1-Mariner TEs. The overall pattern of these class II families
is that they are more prevalent in the leaf tissue of B76 than the leaf tissue in B73.
Helitrons are the only class II subclass 2 DNA transposon superfamily found in maize
and therefore there are not many found in maize from this class, regardless of
variety.

4.3.3

Differentially methylated TE families found in differentially methylated
promoter regions

Following up on the previous chapter’s work, there was an interest in how many
globally differentially methylated TEs actually correlate with differentially
methylated promoter regions after drought stress, and whether or not this
correlation could potentially imply a link between the two. To test this, the total
number of TEs found at least once in unique promoter regions across the genome
was formulated and separated into each corresponding superfamily by percentage
of overall promoter region TE count (Figure 4.4.).
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Figure 4.4. Pie charts showing TE superfamily breakdown of instances of significant
TEs overlapping promoter regions of leaf and root tissue of B73 and B76 maize.
Each number represents a TE found in a gene promoter region. Multiple TEs found in
the same gene promoter region are treated as separate numbers as long as they are
not from the same TE family. Each percentage compares the number of significant
TEs from each superfamily found in a promoter region against the total number of
significant TEs found in promoter regions.

In terms of the number of TE families found in promoter regions at least once, B73
root tissue contains the most across the genome, whereas B73 leaf tissue contains
the least. This juxtaposition in B73 is not the case in B76, where TE family numbers
remain somewhat consistent between the tissues, with B76 leaf tissue containing
only slightly more TE families in promoter regions than B76 root. Between the
varieties, in the leaf tissue there are much fewer significant TE families within the
promoter regions of the B73 variety when compared to the B76, whereas the
opposite is true in the root tissue, with B73 containing many more than B76.
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The major differences in superfamily proportions occur in the B76 root tissue, where
there is a larger proportion of promoter TEs found within the Gypsy TE superfamily
than any other tissue type, which could also account for the lower proportion of
Copia TEs in that tissue compared to other tissues. There is a pattern in the two
tissues with the largest TE proportion being found in promoter regions, B73 root and
B76 leaf, as they also show the highest proportion of significant Copia TEs. B76 root
has similar proportions of unclassified LTR TE, hAT, CACTA, Mutator and Copia TEs,
and as such has an equally varied superfamily spread across the genome. Clearly the
two biggest TE groups represented in promoter regions are Gypsy and Copia, and if
they are removed from the analysis then there are only 14%, 12%, 7% and 26% of
minor TEs in B73 leaf, B73 root, B76 leaf and B76 root respectively. This suggests a
more nuanced response to stress in B76 root.

The number of individual TE families found in the promoter region parallels the
number of genes with differentially methylated TEs in their promoter regions. In fact,
a fairly large proportion of all genes in the maize filtered gene set contains at least
one significantly differentially methylated TE (Figure 4.5.).

Figure 4.5. A bar graph showing the total number of genes, in B76 and B73 leaf and
root tissue, with significantly differentially methylated TEs in their promoter
regions.
76

Each tissue type also includes genes that were removed from analysis as they were
also found to be significantly differentially methylated within genic regions.

From the results, there is evidence that TEs undergoing significantly different
genome-wide methylation reactions after drought stress are found in a large number
of gene promoter regions in maize. Of the ~32k genes found in the filtered gene set,
the percentage of genes with TEs that are significantly globally differentially
methylated in their promoter region ranges between 6% and 18%. Between B73 and
B76 there are differences in how many gene promoter regions are represented by
these globally differentially methylated TE families. Within B73 leaf tissue, there are
less than half the number of genes found in the same tissue of B76. The opposite is
the case in the root, where B73 has more genes with significant TEs in the promoter
region than B76. Similar differences are also observed within the B73 variety, with
leaf tissue having much less promoter regions represented than that of root, whereas
in B76 the number of gene promoter regions remains consistent, regardless of tissue
type. This graph also shows the number of genes that were removed from the
analysis as they also contained differentially methylated kmers within their genic
regions, which remains a fairly consistent proportion of the total number of genes
with significant TEs in their promoter region.

A problem with Figure 4.5 is that it does not consider the number of overlapping
genes between the two varieties and the two tissue types, therefore a Venn diagram
was used to visualise this (Figure 4.6.).
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Figure 4.6. Venn diagram showing the number of genes with significantly
differentially methylated TEs in their promoter region shared across leaf and root
tissues in both B76 and B73 maize varieties.

The interesting aspect of the breakdown of genes with significant TEs in their
promoter region, is that there is a lot of overlap between tissue types and maize
varieties. What becomes apparent is that there are many genes that are found in
both the root tissue and leaf tissue across both varieties. B76 leaf in particular, shares
most of the same genes to that of B73 and B76 root tissue, perhaps suggesting some
shared genealogy between the varieties. It is also evident that the number of genes
that are uniquely found in leaf tissues are much lower than root, and despite a large
number of genes found in the B73 root, B76 root has the most unique genes of any
tissue.

4.3.4 Link between promoter DMRs and differentially methylated TEs
Although there are many genes that have globally differentially methylated TEs in
their promoter region, this does not automatically mean that the promoter region
itself is differentially methylated after drought stress. This is where the results from
the previous chapter come into play, giving us a list of genes that have significant
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methylation differences in their promoter regions after drought stress. Therefore,
the next logical step was determining how many genes in each tissue type have
differentially methylated TEs found within their differentially methylated promoter
regions.

A comparison of all 166 genes with significant drought-response DMRs within their
promoter region, taken from Chapter 3 (See Appendices Table 6.1.1.3), was made
with genes containing significant differentially methylated TEs in their promoter
region observed after drought stress. There are 10 genes that are significant in both
chapters (Table 4.1.). These genes are found to be significant in the same tissue, same
variety and underwent the same methylation pattern in both the TEs and DMRs
found within the promoter region. Only genes from the B76 variety of maize were
deemed significant in both studies, which was intuitive as the majority of
differentially methylated gene promoter regions found in chapter 3 were also only
significantly different in B76.
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Table 4.1. A list of genes that have significant differentially methylated TEs within
their significant differentially methylated promoter regions.

Gene Name

Tissue

Protein
Associated

Entrez
number

TE
superfamily

Significant TEs in Promoter
Region

Function

GRMZM5G806108

Leaf

probable
receptor-like
103646449
protein kinase
At1g49730

GRMZM2G445296

Leaf

hydroxyprolin
e-rich
Unclassified
103644471
RLX_small_AC217574-13522
glycoprotein
LTR
family protein

Structural protein in cell
wall (Kavi Kishor 2015)

Leaf

Gypsy

RLG_huck_AC186656-1609
RLG_huck_AC194973-4393
RLG_huck_AC195575-4652
RLG_huck_AC199418-6452
RLG_huck_AC199444-6460
RLG_huck_AC216048-13250

Cell homeostasis, signal
transduction,
transcriptional gene
regulation, protein
degradation and
endocytosis (Hershko,
Avram and Ciechanover
1998)

Gypsy

RLG_huck_AC186656-1609
RLG_huck_AC190900-2713
RLG_huck_AC186656-1609
RLG_huck_AC199418-6452
RLG_huck_AC199444-6460
RLG_huck_AC208546-9913
RLG_huck_AC216048-13250

Involved in histone
demethylation and
maintaining TE silencing in
rice (Cui et al. 2013; Saze
et al. 2008; Sun & Zhou
2008)

RIL_totyru_AC203014-0

Involved in microtubule
reorientation (Farquharson
2013; Pignocchi et al.
2009)

DTA_ZM00030_consensus

Transcription factor
regulating lateral root
initiation and signalling
(Jaillais et al. 2011; Kang &
Hardtke 2016; Xuan et al.
2015)

GRMZM2G152436

GRMZM2G428933

GRMZM2G158831

GRMZM2G416622

deubiquitinase
100501239
pseudogene

Leaf

JUMONJItranscription
factor 3

Root

QWRF motifcontaining 103643626
protein 3

Root

probable
membraneassociated
kinase
regulator 2

NA

103634998

Gypsy

L1

hAT

Regulates seed
RLG_huck_AC199418-6452
germination and dormancy
RLG_huck_AC210079-10574
(Sharma et al. 2011)

GRMZM2G133972

Root

wox9a Positively regulates
WUSCHEL
Unclassified
primary root growth and
103636156
RLX_loukuv_AC197842-5799
related
LTR
lateral root initiation (Wu,
homeobox 9a
Dabi & Weigel 2005)

GRMZM2G177792

Root

prx35 100281950
peroxidase35

Gypsy

RLG_bygum_AC188125-2053

Antioxidant defence (Laxa
et al. 2019)

GRMZM2G085974

Root

Uncharacteriz
100382861
ed

Gypsy

RLG_dagaf_AC208646-9966

Unknown

GRMZM2G029407

putative
leucine-rich
Root repeat protein 100383609
kinase family
protein

Gypsy

Regulates cell
proliferation, stem
cell maintenance,
RLG_prem1_AC186287-1362
hormone perception,
defence response,
wounding response,
and symbiosis (Torii 2004)

All of these genes are only found to be significant in the drought-tolerant B76 maize
variety and are all hypermethylated after drought stress.
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Two of the genes in this list overlap the genes with significantly enriched GO terms
found in chapter 3, GRMZM2G152436 and GRMZM2G428933. Each of these 10
significant genes were only associated with one TE superfamily, however three genes
contained more than one TE family within the promoter region, and in each case
these families were part of the Gypsy superfamily. As Gypsy TEs are the most
frequent significant TEs found in leaf and root tissue of B76, there was an initial
expectation that more Gypsy TEs would be observed than any other TE superfamily,
and this is the case. Interestingly, within the leaf tissue, there is a prevalence of TEs
found in the huck TE sub-family, which only accounts for 20 TE families in the maize
TE reference. A L1 TE also was found in the promoter region of GRMZM2G158831,
which is surprising as L1 TEs make up a low proportion of the significant TEs found in
promoter regions, as seen in Figure 4.3.

4.3.4.1 Permutation test on significant genes to determine observation likelihood
To determine whether or not the number of TEs observed in each superfamily was a
significant result, rather than occurring by chance, permutation tests were carried
out on each TE superfamily found in the significant genes (Table 4.2). To perform this
test, the same number of genes as the number found to be significant (10) were
randomly selected over 1,000,000 iterations using R, and the number of TEs found
within TE superfamilies was counted. If the number of observations for a TE
superfamily was higher in the random subset than the observed count of that
superfamily found in the significant genes, it was recorded. The total number of
observations that were higher than the 10 significant genes was divided by the total
number of iterations, to determine the p-value of each TE/superfamily. The lower
the p-value, the less likely the TE breakdown found in the significant genes occurred
by chance and therefore the higher the chance it is overrepresented for the data set.
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Table 4.2. Leaf and root permutation test results for each superfamily found in the
significant genes.

TE superfamily

Overall
Count in tissue

Subset
Count in tissue

Permutation test
p-value

Tissue

Gypsy

4112

15

0.1894307

Leaf

Unclassified LTR

178

1

0.7698682

Leaf

hAT

370

1

0.5633445

Root

L1

21

1

0.046509*

Root

Gypsy

4794

3

0.992932

Root

Unclassified LTR

616

1

0.7564815

Root

Overall gene numbers were taken from the number of genes with corresponding
significant superfamilies found in promoter regions. Subsets are taken from the
significant gene information taken from Table 4.1. *Significant (p < 0.05).

Results show that the number of TEs found in each TE superfamily, taken from the
subset of ten genes with significantly differentially methylated TEs found within
differentially methylated promoter regions, can occur by chance if ten genes are
chosen at random (p-value < 0.05). This was the case for all TE superfamilies in leaf
tissue, however, in root the L1 superfamily is an outlier, as it is unlikely to occur by
chance. This significance may be explained as an artifact of the low number of L1 TEs
observed in promoter regions of genes across the genome, with a total of only 21.
Permutation tests were also performed on individual TEs, to find out which TEs,
rather than TE superfamilies, are occurring by chance in this list of genes (Table 4.3.).
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Table 4.3. Leaf and root permutation test results for each TE found in B76
significant genes.

TE family name

Overall
Subset
Permutation test
Count in tissue Count in tissue
p-value

Tissue

RLG_huck_AC186656-1609

89

2

0.017494*

Leaf

RLG_huck_AC190900-2713

94

1

0.189738

Leaf

RLG_huck_AC194973-4393

209

1

0.376245

Leaf

RLG_huck_AC195575-4652

128

2

0.032658*

Leaf

RLG_huck_AC199418-6452

189

3

0.008985*

Leaf

RLG_huck_AC199444-6460

136

2

0.036257*

Leaf

RLG_huck_AC208546-9913

116

1

0.229049

Leaf

RLG_huck_AC210079-10574

206

1

0.371903

Leaf

RLG_huck_AC216048-13250

104

2

0.022755*

Leaf

RLX_small_AC217574-13522

30

1

0.0658

Leaf

DTA_ZM00030_consensus

10

1

0.02242*

Root

RIL_totyru_AC203014-0

8

1

0.019914*

Root

RLG_bygum_AC188125-2053

73

1

0.155484

Root

RLG_dagaf_AC208646-9966

46

1

0.101258

Root

RLG_prem1_AC186287-1362

70

1

0.149952

Root

RLX_loukuv_AC197842-5799

98

1

0.203138

Root

Overall gene numbers were taken from the number of genes with corresponding
significant TE families found in promoter regions. Subsets are taken from the
significant gene information taken from Table 4.1. *Significant (p < 0.05).
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The results show that there is a total of 7 overrepresented TEs (p-value < 0.05) within
the leaf and root tissue gene subsets, 5 and 2 in each tissue type respectively. Within
the root tissue, the 2 overrepresented TEs are not linked to any other TE through
sub-families, and these two TEs are not well represented in the B76 dataset overall.
This lack of representation may present an inherent bias in the permutation test as
only one occurrence is required to become significant, however, the permutation
test indicates that these are overrepresented in the 10 gene subset observed.
Interestingly, in the leaf, there are several overrepresented TEs from the huck subfamily, suggesting a possible directed huck response within important gene promoter
regions. With this being the case, there was an interest in if this huck sub-family
group, found within the Gypsy superfamily, may also be overrepresented as a whole.
The total number of significant huck TEs found in promoter regions of all maize genes
in B76 was 2468, and therefore they constitute the majority of Gypsy TEs in B76
maize. Even so, huck TEs were significantly overrepresented (permutation test pvalue = 0.040914) in the subset of genes analysed, thereby suggesting they may play
a role in the regulation of leaf response to drought stress in drought tolerant B76
maize through methylation.
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4.4

Discussion

4.4.1 Bisulfite conversion rate issues
As before, there are inherent biases caused by inconsistent bisulfite conversion rates
across all the samples, thereby limiting the impact of these results. However, further
analysis was performed.

4.4.2 Significant differentially methylated TEs after drought stress
The kmer-based technique used during this chapter’s research allowed for the
majority of TE families to be analysed. Unfortunately, not all TEs were covered, and
this is likely due to the fact that some TEs in the reference are shorter than the 35 bp
kmer length used to perform this analysis. There are 16 TEs in the reference that are
shorter than 35 bp and 52 shorter than 100 bp, which likely affected the number of
TEs that could be theoretically observed within each replicate, and was a known bias
when deciding to choose the 35 bp kmer size. The advantage of specificity afforded
by the 35 bp length was deemed more valuable than the disadvantage caused by this
inherent bias. Only exact kmer matches were used when comparing against the TE
references using a self-made Perl script, thereby there was minimal mapping bias
introduced, even with the smaller TEs.

Of the analysed TEs, we observed a proclivity for TEs to undergo hypermethylation
after drought stress in the root tissue of both varieties, thereby also showing a tissuespecific methylation response in maize TEs. This methylation result is in contrast to
that found within TEs in the root tissue of soybean after heat stress, in which
hypomethylation occurred (Hossain et al. 2017). This may suggest that there are
specific TE methylation responses that change depending on the type of organism or
type of stress subjected. The hypermethylation reaction within the root likely creates
stability within that tissue, as there is research showing that hypermethylation of TEs
found in promoter regions is known to cause gene silencing in Arabidopsis (Le et al.
2014). This stability in the root should help the plant search for new sources of water,
and prevents a catastrophic change in this tissue. The surprising result of the initial
analysis is that B76 leaf tissue shows a large percentage of significant TEs undergoing
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hypomethylation after drought stress, suggesting a switching on of TEs. This is
unexpected as stability would make sense when relating to a response to stress in a
drought tolerant variety, however, this may also indicate an adaptation response
through TE activation in the leaf.

In general, hypermethylation occurs to a greater degree after drought stress across
both tissues in the drought tolerant B76 variety when compared to the drought
susceptible B73 variety, which was also the result found in rice (Garg et al. 2015).
Overall, this does match with the theory that the cause of B76 drought tolerance is
the ability of the plant to keep root tissue stable during stress events, and a potential
mechanism to adapt through TE hypomethylation in the leaf, with a caveat that
depends on the activity of these hypomethylated TE. This hypermethylation
response may also explain promoter region methylation changes near drought
tolerance important genes observed in the previous chapter, indicating a silencing
process across the genome to also protect the plant. Alternatively, promoter
differences could also be explained by regional methylation changes, of which TEs
are caught up in, therefore more research is needed to clarify this.
4.4.3 Breakdown of TE superfamilies that are differentially methylated
TEs that are differentially methylated after drought stress in B76 and B73 show
patterns when they are separated into TE superfamilies, as observed in Figure 4.2.
The majority of TEs undergoing methylation changes after drought stress reside in
the Gypsy superfamily, and many more Gypsy TEs are found in drought tolerant leaf
tissue, when compared to the drought susceptible. This makes the Gypsy TE
superfamily disproportionally higher than it should be, as the hAT superfamily has
the most TE families within it. There is also an increase in the proportion of the
differentially methylated Gypsy superfamily TEs within the promoter region of B76
root genes, when compared to B73 root tissue. This increase in the drought tolerant
variety is plausibly because Gypsy TEs carry an insulator element within their body
and as such they are able to obstruct gene interactions with transcription factors and
through the blocking of upstream genetic enhancers (Singer, Liu & Cox 2012; Slotkin
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& Martienssen 2007). This obstruction opportunity may indicate that these Gypsy
TEs are playing a role in the repression of gene transcription after drought stress in
drought tolerant maize through the obstruction of promoter/transcription factor
interactions.

Helitron TEs are only found in the root tissue of each variety genome, and are known
to have DNA helicase and rolling-circle replication initiator domains, that perform
DNA cleavage and ligation (Kapitonov & Jurka 2001, 2007). Helitron TEs can occur in
different tissue types, and as they are only significantly differentially methylated in
root, this suggests that Helitron TEs have different roles in root than they do in leaf,
similar to how they are differentially spliced in shoot and root in maize (Barbaglia et
al. 2012). Interestingly, Helitron TEs have shown recent activity in maize and can
capture flanking exon regions (Lai et al. 2005), meaning that it is possible that an
active Helitron, such as the Helitron TEs found in root promoter regions in this study,
may have contributed to the tolerance of B76 through promoter region insertion of
important drought tolerance genes.

The number of Copia TE families that are significantly differentially methylated is
higher in drought tolerant leaf and lower in drought tolerant root when compared to
the drought susceptible tissues, and there is a massive reduction in the proportion
of Copia TEs in the drought tolerant root promoter regions compared to any other
tissue type. This is unexpected as in higher plants, Copia TEs respond to abiotic stress,
such as heat in rice (Ito et al. 2011), causing insertions that affect the stress
responsiveness of nearby genes, and so we would expect insertions near important
tolerance genes in root. However, in the leaf tissue of the drought tolerant B76
variety, the largest proportion of promoter Copia TEs are found, which may match
the hypothesis that insertions are selected against in B76 root, but selected for within
the leaf, although this would need more research.

It is interesting that there are more TEs with unclassified differentially methylated
LTRs in the promoter region of both B76 tissues, as there is evidence that unclassified
LTR TEs, such as the mPING in rice, do not respond to drought stress (Casacuberta &
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González 2013). Due to the large proportion of the unclassified LTR TEs in promoter
regions of genes across the B76 genome, there was likely one or more activation
events that caused this expansion, and as they are differentially methylated, they
could play a role in the silencing of genes, although more research is needed to
elucidate this.

The hAT TEs make up a large percentage of maize TE families in the maize TE
reference, but are underrepresented in the significantly differentially methylated TEs
observed in the genome of both B73 and B76. There is evidence that hAT TEs can be
reactivated through stress of maize tissue culture (Smith, Hansey & Kaeppler 2012),
but it is apparent that they may not be activated in a response to drought stress from
the results found here.

There is a similar reaction to that of the hAT TEs in the Mutator TEs within root
tissues, which may also indicate a drought tolerance reaction within root. Mutator
TEs are known to be regulated by DNA methylation (Singer, Yordan & Martienssen
2001), and are shown to be reactivated after abiotic stress in maize (Qian et al. 2010),
and the activation of Mutator TEs can cause something akin to chronic stress in maize
(Skibbe et al. 2009). Therefore, the difference in the number of TEs differentially
methylated may suggest that B76 actively inhibits the reactivation of Mutator TEs
after drought stress through a major hypermethylation response, thereby stabilizing
the tissue during drought events.

Initially, it appears that B73 root has the highest total number of genes with at least
one differentially methylated TE in their promoter regions, but further analysis shows
that B76 root tissue has more root specific genes than that of B73 root. There are
also differences between the tissue types regardless of variety. This shows that if the
drought stress methylation reaction is caused by differentially methylated TEs in the
promoter regions of genes, then it is tissue specific, with reaction in leaf possibly
being less nuanced than root, or that TE methylation is not widely used for droughtresponses in leaf. The fact that B76 contains more unique genes than that of B73,
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even with the increased number of genes in B73 root, is important as it shows that
the B76 response is larger in the TE fraction of promoter regions.

This sort of experiment also highlights the importance of looking at separate tissues
when working with methylation, as the difference between leaf and root is dramatic
regardless of drought tolerance.

4.4.4 Genes with significant DMRs and significantly differentially methylated TEs
within promoter region
There were significant genes found in both this chapter and the previous chapter,
which indicates at least some overlap between differentially methylated TEs and
differentially methylated promoter regions. These overlapping genes, listed in Table
4.1, also have links to drought stress responses in higher plants.

The probable receptor-like protein kinase At1g49730 for example, which regulates
seed germination and dormancy in maize through its interaction with the abscisic
acid response element binding factor 1, is known to be induced by different abiotic
stresses (Sharma et al. 2011). The overexpression of another receptor-like protein
kinase, LRK2, provokes drought tolerance in rice (Kang et al. 2017), and in maize a
similar protein, ZmSIRK1, is downregulated after drought stress in leaf tissue (Sekhon
et al. 2011; Stelpflug et al. 2016). Therefore, there is evidence to suggest that the
downregulation of this probable receptor-like protein kinase gene, possibly through
hypermethylation of TEs in the promoter region, has an effect on the drought
tolerance of B76 through the regulation of seed production, thereby improving the
fitness of the variety.

Another significant gene, the hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein, is differentially
expressed after maize dwarf mosaic virus inoculation in susceptible maize (Cassone
et al. 2014), and therefore may play a part in initial responses to both biotic and
abiotic stresses. It is also one of a group of major structural proteins found in the
plant cell walls, that experience downregulation after drought stress in other crops,
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such as potato, through the upregulation of miRNA (Kavi Kishor 2015; Kieliszewski et
al. 2010; N. Zhang et al. 2014).

As mentioned in the previous chapter, deubiquitinase removes the polypeptide
ubiquitin from a target protein post-translationally, and this deubiquitination is
known to play a role in stopping unnecessary protein degradation after drought
stress in maize (Zenda et al. 2018). This gene could play a role in the drought
tolerance of B76 through histone H2A K63-linked deubiquitination, as this GO term
was found to be enriched in the previous chapter, although more research is needed
to confirm this.

Another gene that is significant in both chapters, and also has an enriched GO term,
is the JUMONJI-transcription factor 3. This is an interesting gene as it relates to TE
silencing and demethylation, as it maintains TE silencing near genes in rice through
the demethylation of histones (Cui et al. 2013; Saze et al. 2008; Sun & Zhou 2008).
Not only that, but there is also research indicating that this protein also responds to
drought stress in rice, with some drought tolerance being conferred when a
JUMONJI-transcription factor, OsJMJ703, is knocked down (Qian et al. 2015; Song et
al. 2018). Therefore, there is evidence to suggest that the downregulation of
JUMONJI-transcription factor 3 through hypermethylation of promoter region huck
TEs likely plays a role in drought tolerance through the negative regulation of histone
H3-K9 acetylation.

QWRF motif-containing proteins, such as those associated with significant genes
presented here, are a group of microtubule associated proteins found in plants such
as Arabidopsis (Farquharson 2013; Pignocchi et al. 2009). Therefore, it is theorised
that drought stress of the B76 variety may affect microtubule organisation and in
turn confer drought tolerance. There is some evidence to suggest this may be the
case through studies relating to Protein Phosphatase 2Cs in Arabidopsis (Bhaskara et
al. 2017), although nothing of note in maize has been published to date.
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Membrane-associated kinase regulators, like those made through the expression of
the probable membrane-associated kinase regulator 2 gene found in this research,
are signaling proteins known to regulate lateral root initiation in Arabidopsis (Xuan
et al. 2015). Interestingly, this gene has tissue-specific expression in plants (Jaillais et
al. 2011; Kang & Hardtke 2016), and as this gene is only significant in root tissue in
this study, then it is likely this gene is only regulating root growth after drought stress.
This appears counterintuitive as a search for water may be imperative during drought
events, although this search from the plant may come at a cost in the form of
molecule limitation due to cellular expansion, and so B76 may be conserving rather
than expanding during stress periods. This theory matches the overall silencing in
root, and therefore conservation, of TEs using hypermethylation across the B76
genome.

Peroxidases, like peroxidase35, are proteins involved in antioxidant defense, and in
maize there are previous studies detailing how peroxidases are initially upregulated
after drought stress (Laxa et al. 2019). The interesting fact about maize peroxidases
is that this initial upregulation is maintained in drought susceptible varieties, whereas
in drought tolerant varieties there is eventual downregulation after prolonged
drought exposure to reduce damage caused by extended peroxidase exposure
(Anjum et al. 2017; Chugh et al. 2013; Ge et al. 2006). This is in line with what is
occurring in this experiment through TE methylation differences, and may point to
how this initial upregulation and eventual downregulation is controlled after
prolonged drought stress.

WUSCHEL related homeobox 9 is a transcription factor that also positively regulates
primary root growth and lateral root initiation in Arabidopsis (Wu, Dabi & Weigel
2005). So, there is a link with that of the membrane-associated kinase regulator also
found in this study, as both play a role in regulating root growth. WUSCHEL related
homeobox 9B enhances drought tolerance in rice through triggering flowering earlier
(Minh-Thu et al. 2018), although, as this gene is theoretically downregulated in the
root tissue, this may not be the case in B76. Another study shows that WUSCHEL
related homeobox 9 is also involved in panicle and endosperm development in rice,
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and may regulate the process of embryogenesis in response to drought (Cheng et al.
2014). Therefore, it can be summated that regulation of this gene through
methylation of TEs possibly regulates root growth, while at the same time possibly
signaling to other areas of the plant to modify seed production during drought.

Leucine-rich repeat protein kinases regulate many developmental and defenserelated

processes,

including

cell

proliferation, stem

hormone perception, host-specific and

cell maintenance,

non-host-specific defence

responses,

wounding responses, and symbiosis (Torii 2004). Previous work by Kakumanu et al.
(2012) discovered that there is no significant difference in expression of this gene
after drought stress in leaf tissue of B73 maize, which matches the results of this
study even though that study did not focus on root tissue. In rice, the leucine-rich
repeat protein kinase, OsSIK1, confers drought tolerance when overexpressed in leaf
and stem (Ouyang et al. 2010), which differs to what was observed in B76 maize
which is theoretically downregulating gene expression after drought stress, although
previous work was also unconfirmed in root. Conversely, the receptor-like protein
Leaf Panicle 2, also found in rice, is downregulated after drought stress, as it is
involved in the opening of stomata cells in leaves (Wu et al. 2015). So, it appears that
these kinases regulate a wide variety of processes across higher plants, but there is
a link to drought tolerance after differing levels of expressions, which fits in well with
the results found here, however, the role they play in root tissue is not known and
needs further research.

There is also an uncharacterised gene that was also downregulated in B73 leaf tissue
after 6 days of drought stress in a previous maize study (Zhang et al. 2018). This leaf
downregulation does not appear to be caused by the differential methylation found
in TEs as this was not observed in the significantly differentially methylated TEs in
leaf tissue of either B76 or B73. Therefore, there may be a difference in control
responses after drought stress depending on tissue, which has been observed
throughout this research. It is possible that this gene is downregulated in both tissue
types of B73 and B76, and yet it may only be regulated by promoter region TE
methylation in the root of B76.
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4.4.5 Overrepresented TEs in significant genes
From the significant genes’ associated TEs we can see that genes in the root tissue
were more varied in terms of TE families. This suggests that the response in root, by
way of TE methylation as a control mechanism, is less focused than the leaf of B76,
as responses in the leaf are seemingly through the control of certain members of the
huck TE family.
Some of the significantly differentially methylated TEs within significantly
differentially methylated promoter regions of these ten genes were also unlikely to
occur by chance. Initially there was evidence to suggest that only the L1 TE
superfamily contained overrepresented numbers, through the use of permutation
tests, but this was proven incorrect when testing individual families, and individual
TEs. It is true that the L1 superfamily was the only superfamily overrepresented in
the subset of interesting genes, but many individual TE families were also
overrepresented.

Interestingly, the huck TE family found within the Gypsy superfamily were also
overrepresented, and a cursory glance at the significant genes provided, and their
associated TE families, also show this. The huck TEs are one of the major TE families
in maize and represent 15-21% of the maize genome (Estep, DeBarry & Bennetzen
2013; Meyers, Tingey & Morgante 2001; Vicient 2010), however this family group
does not have any recent activity in maize (Estep, DeBarry & Bennetzen 2013).
Therefore, it is unusual that there is a difference in the number of huck TEs between
the two varieties in focus here. As huck TEs are known to be fairly inactive, one could
speculate that the real reason that these huck TEs are overrepresented in B76 and
not in B73, or the reference, is due to the fact that non-Huck TE reactivation and
insertion during the selective breeding process could have disrupted the promoter
regions of B73 genes. As such, this disruption could have potentially removed a
previous Huck-related drought tolerance response in important genes, causing
susceptibility of B73 to drought stress. As this huck significance is only seen in leaf
tissue, this is likely where TE reactivation occurred in B73, however, this does not
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completely explain the differences also found in root of both varieties and so TE
reactivation analysis is required.

4.4.6 Conclusions
To summarise, the findings here support the notion that the majority of TEs undergo
hypermethylation after drought stress, especially in the root tissue. Although both
drought tolerant and drought susceptible maize follow this overall pattern, there is
more hypermethylation in the drought tolerant B76 variety. Each individual TE
superfamily has a different number of families that are significantly differentially
methylated after drought stress across both varieties, and these differences also
appear to be tissue specific. Significantly differentially methylated TEs are found in a
large percentage of gene promoter regions in maize, and a large percentage of these
TEs are shared across promoter regions in both varieties and tissue types, although
root has more unique genes with TEs in the promoter regions than leaf. There are
ten genes that contain globally differentially methylated TEs within their
differentially methylated promoter region, suggesting a possible link between TE
methylation and the control of drought-response specific gene expression. Future
work would include performing bisulfite PCR on these ten gene promoter regions, to
confirm that these differences in methylation are occurring within the TEs found
within the promoter regions. These ten genes contain overrepresented TE families
including the huck sub-family, usually inactive, in leaf tissue of the drought tolerant
variety. Therefore, it is theorised here that this overrepresentation of huck family TEs
may be related to drought-response control in leaf tissue, and there is a suggestion
that the drought susceptible variety has lost this huck methylation control of
important drought-response genes possibly through genetic recombination. There is
also a need to elucidate if this overrepresentation is related to differing TE activities
between the varieties caused by drought stress. As in the previous chapter, the next
logical step would be to look at RNA expression data after drought stress in these ten
important genes in the B76 variety, however, the data needed is not in the public
datasets yet.
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5
5.1

General Discussion
Final summary

The purpose of this research was:
1. To show if there is a difference in gene promoter region methylation caused
by drought stress.
2. To determine if there is consistency in the methylation response in promoter
regions between drought susceptible and drought tolerant varieties of maize.
3. To ascertain the methylation differences found in the TE fraction of maize
caused by drought stress.

DNA methylation changes are well documented after drought stress in other higher
plants (Banerjee & Roychoudhury 2017), and as such it was expected that drought
stress would have a similar effect in maize therefore answering the first aim stated
above. However, there is contrary evidence suggesting that stress-caused
methylation changes in maize are a result of stochastic changes, and are therefore
not consistent (Eichten & Springer 2015). The work stating this as fact only used the
drought susceptible B73 as an example, and as this thesis shows, B73 does not have
a consistent methylation response near promoters. What the work in this thesis has
shown is that there is a consistent methylation response in the drought tolerant B76
variety. Therefore, it may be that specific methylation responses in maize may only
occur in response to stress in the tolerant varieties, thereby regulating the response
in a beneficial way.

From analysis of B76 and B73 leaf and root tissue, 24 candidate genes were
discovered to be differentially methylated in their promoter regions associated with
enriched GO terms, all of which were present in the B76 variety. This implies that the
methylation response in the drought tolerant B76 variety of maize is directed,
focusing on specifically enriched pathways after drought stress. It was also clear that
there are tissue specific responses in each variety, and so all future work on maize
regarding methylation needs to take this into account. There was also a total of 166
genes that have differently methylated promoter regions after drought stress across
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both B73 or B76 regardless of GO enrichment, with B76 containing significantly more.
This shows that there are differences in methylation happening within both drought
tolerant and drought susceptible maize following drought stress, however, in B73
there are less genes with significantly differently methylated promoter regions. This
lesser methylation response in B73 may be in part due to stochasticity, rather than a
directed response in the variety, as observed in Eichten and Springer (2015). There is
a definite response in the drought tolerant variety B76, relating to drought tolerance,
as the methylation changes are found in promoter regions of genes associated with
the ABA, JA and ROS signalling pathways (Ahmad et al. 2016; Cruz de Carvalho 2008;
Sah, Reddy & Li 2016). This response is likely contained within each generation of
plant growth as there is evidence in Arabidopsis that the methylome remains stable
after transgenerational drought stress (Van Dooren et al. 2018; D. R. Ganguly et al.
2017). As such, stochasticity in the methylation response after drought stress is not
occurring in all varieties of maize, rather it may be enhancing drought tolerance in
some maize varieties.

It is known that TE activity changes after environmental stresses in plants (Negi, Rai
& Suprasanna 2016), so this was expected to be similar in maize, although less was
known about the link between methylation of TEs in the promoter regions and the
effect on TE activation. Therefore, we looked at methylation differences found in the
in the TE fraction, which revealed that the majority of TE families undergo
hypermethylation after drought stress regardless of drought tolerance. We also
deduced that many TE families were differentially methylated after drought stress in
both varieties of maize, with obvious differences found between leaf and root
tissues. Comparing differently methylated TE families with the 166 genes with
significantly differentially methylated promoter regions, we were also able to find
ten genes that contained differentially methylated TEs within their differentially
methylated promoter regions. This gave a list of genes that were potentially being
regulated through hypermethylation changes in specific TE families after drought
stress. An interesting result was that the TE subfamily huck was found to be
overrepresented in promoter regions of these ten genes after drought stress in root
and leaf tissues, meaning they are possibly being used as regulators for drought
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tolerance responses. This information will hopefully be used to guide future
experiments aiming to test whether hypermethylation caused by drought stress
actually silences the activity of TE families in the drought tolerant varieties but not in
drought susceptible varieties.

The overall conclusion of this thesis is that drought stress does cause differences in
methylation in the promoter regions of drought-tolerant varieties of maize, like that
of B76. These differently methylated promoter regions are associated with potential
drought tolerance genes, and also contain TE families that are differentially
methylated after drought stress too. Certain TE families are overrepresented in
differentially methylated promoter regions, such as the huck sub-family of TEs in B76.
It may be the case that the genomic mechanisms that silence B73 huck TEs are being
disrupted during drought stress in similar ways, like that found for other abiotic
stresses (Bucher, Reinders & Mirouze 2012; Casacuberta & González 2013; Ito et al.
2016), hence why they are not observed, however more research is needed to
confirm this. The hypermethylation of these TE families causes their silencing within
promoter regions, reducing their numbers over successive drought stressed
generations Therefore, using the results gathered from this thesis, I would speculate
that the drought tolerance of B76, and possibly other maize varieties, is in some way
caused by the insertions of particular TE families into the promoter regions of
particular genes, relating to ABA, JA and ROS signalling in B76 for example. Due to
the natural silencing of these TE families through hypermethylation during drought
stress, the promoter region was also hypermethylated, causing the associated gene
to be silenced in response to drought. This silencing of genes proved beneficial to the
plant, thereby improving future fitness of the variety and making B76 drought
tolerant. This work shows that drought stress related methylation changes, and TE
regulation plays an important part in the drought tolerance of maize.
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Figure 5.1. Diagram showing the major findings from each chapter.

5.2

Future work

The results presented in this thesis provide a start for further research around the
control of TE transposition during drought stress. Similar to the work being done in
other plants, there is much more research needed to show these results are
meaningful.

With the data generated during this work, it is clear that the TE methylation response
in drought tolerant varieties of maize is inconsistent across the different varieties,
and as such there is a possibility that other TE families, separate from the huck TE
sub-family, are possibly differentially methylated in other varieties of maize.
Therefore, an interesting next step would be to repeat the experiments of chapter 3
and 4 using other drought tolerant varieties of maize. This way, a methylation profile
could be set up as before, allowing us to observe which TE families play an important
part in their drought tolerance response, possibly showing structural patterns found
in the TEs used for drought response. Of course, there is also the chance that there
is no universal TE methylation response across all varieties after drought stress,
which would not surprising as it expected that a species has variation in drought
tolerance methods (Fang & Xiong 2015), but this needs to be confirmed by further
research.
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There is further research needed that is related to the differentially methylated TEs
within promoter regions observed in this thesis. Importantly, bisulfite PCR is the next
step required to confirm that TEs within promoter regions are actually undergoing
differential methylation after drought stress. This amplification of the differentially
methylated promoter regions will prove that it is the TEs found within those regions
of interest that are differently methylated. This would allow us to have definite
answers about certain TE families, such as the hucks, and could allow us to attempt
to manipulate their effect on genes through the addition or removal of methylation,
thereby determining the role TEs play on the regulation of associated genes.

Apart from the methylation side of things, performing an expression analysis on the
genes that have differently methylated TE families within their differently
methylated promoter regions would prove that methylation changes are having an
effect. Although there is plenty of evidence suggesting that hypermethylation in
promoter regions causes the silencing of the associated gene (Zhang et al. 2006), this
is still yet to be confirmed in B76. Another interesting aspect not covered in this thesis
is the methylation changes found within the gene bodies. There is evidence to
suggest that methylation changes found within genes can change expression of the
gene it is within (Bewick & Schmitz 2017). The work carried out in this thesis excluded
any genes that had intron and promoter region methylation differences and so this
would provide another avenue for future research.

The silencing of TEs through hypermethylation can inhibit their reactivation within
the genome (Diez, Roessler & Gaut 2014; Okamoto & Hirochika 2001; Slotkin &
Martienssen 2007). Therefore, an important next step is to test whether the
hypermethylation of B76 TEs caused by drought stress corresponds with changes in
activity over several generations. Within this framework, it would also be crucial to
observe whether changes in activity caused by methylation differences is a common
response found in other drought tolerant varieties of maize. Previous research has
indicated that abiotic stress does cause the reactivation of TEs in higher plants
(Horváth, Merenciano & González 2017; Negi, Rai & Suprasanna 2016). For example,
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UV light stress induces Ty1-copia retrotransposons in Oat plants (Kimura et al. 2001)
and heat stress induces the ONSEN-Copia retrotransposon in Arabidopsis (Ito et al.
2011). Therefore, looking for drought-specific TE activation changes in drought
tolerant and susceptible maize could be a genomic mechanism for adaptation.

There are some studies showing that there are active TEs in plants, including those
found in the hAT superfamily, such as the Ac and TCUP in maize (McClintock 1950;
Smith, Hansey & Kaeppler 2012) and nDART1 in rice (Tsugane et al. 2006). This is
interesting though as they only make up ~1.5% of all TEs in maize (Stitzer et al. 2019).
Some are also found to be activated after environmental stresses. In oat for example,
there is evidence of Copia-like TE activation after biotic and abiotic stresses (Kimura
et al. 2001) and in Arabidopsis the Copia-like ONSEN TE is activated by heat stress
(Ito et al. 2016). It is possible there is an activation and removal balance found within
the maize genome, as it has been predicted that the retention of TEs in a genome
aids TE silencing efficiency (Roessler et al. 2018). There are also genetic mechanisms,
such as non-homologous recombination (Devos, Brown & Bennetzen 2002) and
genetic recombination (Kent, Uzunović & Wright 2017), that reduce TE numbers in
plants, especially after several generations of selfing (Roessler et al. 2019).
Methylation could be one such mechanism, as it is used to silence the activity of
CACTA TEs over several generations in Arabidopsis (Kato, Takashima & Kakutani
2004) and the hypomethylation of CACTA-like Pack-TYPE elements does cause
mobilisation (Catoni et al. 2019). It is known that hypermethylation causes the
silencing of TEs in plants, limiting their ability to activate and accumulate (Le et al.
2014).

Of course, there is an inherent danger when reactivating TEs within an organism, as
TEs have the potential to insert themselves into genomic areas important for survival.
With this danger comes the potential for this insertion to cause beneficial effects
through the creation of new genes, which has been observed in other higher plants.
Different TE insertions in the FATTY ACID ELONGATION1 gene of yellow mustard
(Sinapis alba) for example, have resulted in four different alleles, each causing a
difference in erucic acid content as a result (Zeng & Cheng 2014). Allelic differences
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caused by TE insertion have been observed in maize, where Mutator TE insertions
have resulted in differential expression of the hormonal transcription factor knotted1
gene (Bolduc et al. 2012; Greene, Walko & Hake 1994). Another Copia-like TE
insertion upstream of the Ruby gene causes the distinctive colour of blood oranges
when the organism undergoes cold stress (Butelli et al. 2012). Therefore, there is
future interest in observing the activity of TEs after abiotic stresses, such as drought,
as there is potential for the creation of new genes. This sort of research could be
achieved by first studying the genes highlighted during this PhD.

It is not only the creation of new genes that TEs play a part in, it is also the fact that
many genes that are responsive to stress contain TEs within their promoter regions.
An example of this was observed in Arabidopsis, where the up-regulation of stress
response genes was facilitated by the targeted demethylation of promoter TEs in
Arabidopsis (Le et al. 2014). In rice, hypermethylation events in promoter region TEs
occur after phosphate starvation near stress response genes, indicating another
adaptation link between the TEs and stress response genes (Secco et al. 2015).
Therefore, there is indication that TE insertions near genes can affect their expression
to stress and may contribute to genomic adaptation in organisms.

Variable stress responses in important genes, along with the creation of new genes
through TE insertions, reinforces the idea that TEs are one of the drivers of
adaptation in plants. In fact, the coupling of TE activation during abiotic stress events
and TE-derived stress-response gene expression means that TE activation can have a
lasting effect over several generations. This is evidenced in Arabidopsis, where two
TEs are thought to have contributed to the adaptation of the plant by facilitating its
spread outside of Europe (Li et al. 2018). In fact, stress in one plant generation can
even affect TE activation in the next generation, potentially causing a helpful stressresponse in progeny. This was observed in Arabidopsis, where the progeny of heat
stressed plants contained new Copia-like ONSEN insertions in siRNA-deficient
mutants, conferring a heat response in nearby genes (Ito et al. 2011). This suggests
that multigenerational stress of a plant lineage may create potential stress responses
through TE insertions in all descendants of an initial plant.
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This multigenerational stress adaptation may also play out in maize, where an
increase in non-redundant TE insertion frequency and TEs found near stress-related
genes suggests that TEs have played a role in the adaptation process during
domestication too (Lai et al. 2017). In fact, TEs are known to act as local enhancers
of gene expression in response to cold, heat, UV and high salt stress in maize
(Makarevitch et al. 2015). These enhancements can have real world consequences in
plants, and their ancestors, allowing them to thrive in new environments. For
example, selective breeding in maize has caused the insertion of a cis-regulatory
Harbinger-like TE, prompting repression of the ZmCCT9 gene, leading to longer
flowering periods in the prolonged daytime of higher altitude climates (Huang et al.
2018). Another TE insertion, a MITE, was also found to be associated with the Vgt1
locus in maize, which is linked with early flowering time (Castelletti et al. 2014). These
two examples show the power TE insertions have on the phenotypic response of an
organism and its progeny.

Therefore, the future research to follow up on this research should show that
activation of TEs can occur after successive generations of drought stress events and
to determine which TEs are activated after drought stress. If this is the case then does
drought-responsive hypermethylation of B76 promoter region TE families causes TE
activation differences over several generations. Lastly, this activation difference
would need to compared against the phenotypic responses that drought stress has
on the drought tolerant varieties of maize. The next step in confirming that the TE
methylation changes found in this thesis relate to expression changes is to perform
a largescale multigenerational drought stress experiment. This would require each
individual maize plant to be subjected to drought stress over its lifespan, and then
self-breeding to ensure the limiting of genomic changes caused by cross-pollination.
Each plant lineage should be DNA sequenced before drought stress in the first
generation and before drought stress in the last generation for an accurate
comparison. Unfortunately, due to the complexity of the maize genome, this process
could prove difficult in deducing any conclusions by itself. Therefore, expression data
would also be needed for each lineage to confirm that changes in the genome are
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being caused by drought stress, rather than just stochasticity caused by other factors.
Ideally, this would require several drought tolerant and drought susceptible varieties
of maize to conclude if the TEs observed in this experiment are found in all drought
tolerant varieties of maize, or if they are specific to B76. Additionally, other drought
susceptible varieties of maize would determine if the lack of methylation regulation
in B73 TEs is specific to that variety, or in all susceptible maize. Even with this said, it
is unlikely that much could be found with the current technology available, therefore
this is an idea that likely needs to be explored further in the future. As this work
relates to the real-world consequences of drought stress, it would also be interesting
to observe the phenotypic changes that would be associated with changes in TE
caused by methylation.

Therefore, in this largescale growth experiment, it would also be useful to match TE
changes with several phenotypic responses in maize. Plant height in maize, for
example, is known to initially increase in response to drought stress during the
development stage, before maturing into a shorter than usual plants eventually, all
within a single growth cycle (Su et al. 2019). This could help the understanding of
drought tolerance mechanisms in maize as a lower overall plant size is advantageous
during drought conditions, as it helps the movement of water in a plant (Olson et al.
2018). The reduction of stem width found in maize and tomato trials, regardless of
resistance to drought, also help with the retention of water (Aslam et al. 2015; Meng
et al. 2017), and as such may also be an avenue of interest. Grain weight is clearly
the most important phenotypic measurement during future experiments as field
studies in maize show that kernel weight per ear can decrease to 24.1% of that grown
in favourable conditions (Ion et al. 2013). Due to B73 being one of the most important
varieties for the maize production industry, the decrease in grain weight shows why
this crop needs to become more adaptable to drought stress. Inbreeding depression
also needs to be accounted for during a self-pollinated multigenerational experiment
as it can reduce yield as much as 59.2% in maize, and has been observed as far back
as Charles Darwin’s time, (Darwin 1876; Pacheco et al. 2002). As a logical next step,
this sort of long-term experiment is unfortunately very resource intensive and would
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require everything from genomic data to phenotypic data to confirm a result that is
rarely observed in maize.

Methylation of TEs are regulated by small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) (Law & Jacobsen
2010; Simon & Meyers 2011), so another logical next step would be to analyse the
expression levels of siRNAs during drought stress. As siRNA molecules act as a
regulator of methylation and TE activation, it would be interesting to observe what
part they play in this process, and more importantly which siRNAs are involved in the
regulation of the TEs observed to be overrepresented in this thesis. Interesting,
siRNAs maintain genomic stability through the suppression of transgenerational
transposition of TEs in plants (Ito 2012), and so focusing on a similar
transgenerational experiment, but measuring siRNA expression after each drought
stress event, rather than TE activation, would be a great method for determining if
they play a part in the TE drought tolerance response.

Another area of future research interest would be to analyse the individual TE
families themselves. There is no current research relating to the two TE families that
are

active

in

all

varieties

of

maize,

DTA_ZM00036_consensus

and

DTA_ZM00067_consensus. These provide an exciting avenue for experimentation as
it would be interesting to discover if these TE families are found to insert themselves
into certain genomic areas. Another role they may play is in the creation of new
genes through shifting reading frames or advantageous insertions, and so discovering
genes with artefacts relating to these TE families may elucidate how important their
activity is to the survival of the species. Therefore, if insertions are found near genes
it is important to understand the structural changes these new proteins may have,
so protein expression analysis could be used to determine the function of new
proteins.

The nature of science has changed over the last decade due to the influx of genetic
sequencing techniques, and this PhD thesis represents that change. The quality and
quantity of data gathered during this PhD will present the chance for myself and
future scientists to explore the effect of drought stress on maize. This data can also
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be used to perform future metagenomic analyses to make informed decisions about
crop safety during drought events. As this data and accompanying thesis will be
published into the public domain, the purpose of this data will be to increase the
knowledge around drought tolerance and adaptability, hopefully contributing to
important crop research and having real-world consequences. Despite the link
between DNA methylation and TE activation being well known previously, this
research provides the first example of how drought affects varieties of maize with
differing tolerances to drought. It also proves that work involving TEs and
methylation are no longer as difficult as they once were, instead, advancements in
computing power and the introduction of useful computer programs, such as Jellyfish
and DMRcaller, are helping to provide exciting focal points for adaptation studies in
crops.
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6

Appendix

6.1

Chapter 3

6.1.1 Tables
Appendices Table 6.1.1.1. Read count of maize whole genome samples after two
runs of next generation bisulfite sequencing.
Maize
Variety
B73
B73
B73
B73
B73

Tissue
Leaf
Leaf
Leaf
Leaf
Leaf

Experimental Replicate 1st run read
condition
number
count
Stressed
1
15761847
Stressed
2
35849513
Stressed
3
23958134
Control
1
14670544
Control
2
45448292

2nd run
Total read
read count
count
13748221 29510068
11752682 47602195
13429667 37387801
14169477 28840021
24079597 69527889

B73
B76
B76
B76
B76
B76
B76
B73
B73
B73
B73
B73
B73
B76
B76
B76
B76

Leaf
Leaf
Leaf
Leaf
Leaf
Leaf
Leaf
Root
Root
Root
Root
Root
Root
Root
Root
Root
Root

Control
Stressed
Stressed
Stressed
Control
Control
Control
Stressed
Stressed
Stressed
Control
Control
Control
Stressed
Stressed
Stressed
Control

3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1

15213548
29867993
23849039
27203603
24284264
21765743
20663873
17912292
15307401
14268402
13905125
12480285
16503819
21571665
19624755
23267860
18669793

12547848
15695601
25355948
27812369
27028491
13930858
27689491
14666913
14403746
11993377
15099967
13524568
12561699
28275841
28050690
28373075
25706378

27761396
45563594
49204987
55015972
51312755
35696601
48353364
32579205
29711147
26261779
29005092
26004853
29065518
49847506
47675445
51640935
44376171

B76
B76

Root
Root

Control
Control

2
3

26396420
21598285

23923350
28602347

50319770
50200632
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Appendices Table 6.1.1.2. A list of genes found within B76 root tissue that are
associated with the “response to water deprivation” GO term group.
Gene name

Protein associated

Entrez
number

GO term
associated

GRMZM2G064426

CCAAT-DR1-transcription factor 15

100273424

GO:0009414

GRMZM2G083783

100381912

GO:0009414

100281837

GO:0042631

GRMZM2G432926

uncharacterized
C2C2-CO-like-transcription factor
13
Aquaporin PIP2-2

107648857

GO:0009269

GRMZM2G071659

E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase RGLG2

103631276

GO:0080148

GRMZM2G038783

Appendices Table 6.1.1.3 List of 166 genes with significantly differentially
methylated promoter regions.
Gene Name

Variety

Tissue

Context

GRMZM2G069758

B73

Leaf

CG

GRMZM2G346455

B73

Leaf

CG

GRMZM2G048313

B73

Root

CG

GRMZM2G429972

B76

Leaf

CG

GRMZM2G016561

B76

Root

CG, CHG

GRMZM5G895799

B76

Root

CG

GRMZM2G070639

B73

Leaf

CHG

GRMZM2G132227

B73

Leaf

CHG

GRMZM5G858983

B73

Leaf

CHG

GRMZM2G144273

B73

Leaf, Root

CHG

AC203909.3_FG006

B76

Leaf

CHG

GRMZM2G314954

B76

Leaf

CHG

GRMZM2G034360

B73

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G139583

B73

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G177901

B73

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G335564

B73

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G354711

B73

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G381195

B73

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM5G803874

B73

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G081603

B73

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G118834

B73

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G349570

B73

Root

CHH

AC205331.3_FG004

B76

Leaf

CHH

AC207619.3_FG001

B76

Leaf

CHH
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GRMZM2G019965

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G021831

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G022777

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G025646

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G025680

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G034835

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G040467

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G042662

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G044100

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G053690

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G053766

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G060742

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G080079

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G083195

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G085932

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G100084

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G129243

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G162505

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G163830

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G166759

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G349243

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G360821

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G369803

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G466517

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G511318

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM2G542753

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM5G810246

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM5G822313

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM5G868062

B76

Leaf

CHH

GRMZM5G883510

B76

Leaf

CHH

AC187037.4_FG008

B76

Root

CHH

AC199068.2_FG017

B76

Root

CHH

AC202000.4_FG006

B76

Root

CHH

AC203535.4_FG001

B76

Root

CHH

AC209819.3_FG003

B76

Root

CHH

AC211669.4_FG003

B76

Root

CHH

AC213050.3_FG002

B76

Root

CHH

AC213769.3_FG001

B76

Root

CHH

AC233956.1_FG002

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G003489

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G005865

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G016281

B76

Root

CHH
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GRMZM2G017388

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G017789

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G018760

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G019819

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G025793

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G028763

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G029407

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G031398

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G032024

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G035785

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G039089

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G039954

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G055450

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G059015

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G059020

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G060876

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G064426

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G066997

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G071196

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G071659

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G072939

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G074356

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G078954

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G080556

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G080851

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G085974

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G091191

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G092123

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G107302

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G108309

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G109624

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G114315

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G114650

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G122941

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G124759

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G126083

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G126900

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G129288

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G130634

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G133563

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G133972

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G141799

B76

Root

CHH
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GRMZM2G144671

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G145978

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G149649

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G157061

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G163184

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G165535

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G166459

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G169973

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G301148

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G321033

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G323413

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G331533

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G352926

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G359298

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G367026

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G371033

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G374313

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G375015

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G376619

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G414475

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G423518

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G425545

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G429442

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G432926

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G450833

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G458423

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G460090

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G460988

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G465226

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G471253

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G501086

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G557158

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM2G702386

B76

Root

CHH

GRMZM5G897944

B76

Root

CHH

AC189771.3_FG001

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

AC203366.4_FG001

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G018020

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G062585

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G075229

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G082707

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G105657

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G108894

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH
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GRMZM2G127780

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G145996

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G151015

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G152436

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G158831

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G175513

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G379804

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G428933

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G459642

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G704475

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM5G878070

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM5G899855

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

AC191264.3_FG002

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G000729

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G079538

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

GRMZM2G477533

B76

Leaf, Root

CHH

6.1.2 SeqMonk analysis
1. Create new project -> Genomes -> Zea Mays -> AGPv3
2. File -> import Data -> Text (Generic) -> chose the merged sample files
a. Start at row 0
b. Chr col = 3
c. Start and End = 4
d. Strand = 2
3. Data -> Define Probes -> Read position probe generator
a. Select all data sets
b. All reads
c. Min count = 1
d. Valid positions = 100
e. Ignore strand = Yes
4. Read Count Quant
a. All reads
b. Correct for total read count
c. Largest data store
d. Don’t log transform
5. Filtering -> by statistical test -> Outlier stats -> Box Whisker
a. Stringency > 10 Above median
b. At least 1 of selected data stores
c. Right click new probe list created and convert to annotation track
6. File -> import data -> visible data stores
a. By excluding the newly created annotation track
7. Data -> Edit data sets
a. Delete the old data sets
8. Data -> Edit replicate sets
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a. Add new replicate sets called control and drought
b. Put the correct samples in the correct set
9. Data -> Define Probes -> Read position probe generator
a. Select control and drought data sets
b. All reads
c. Min count = 1
d. Valid positions = 100
e. Ignore strand = Yes
f. Close out of pop up window
10. Data -> quantitation pipelines
a. Bisulphite methylation over features
b. Over existing probes
c. Min read count = 4
d. Apply minimum count over all
e. Minimum obs = 1
11. Filtering -> by probe length
a. 1 to 10000
12. Highlight New probe list
13. Filter by statistical test -> Proportion based -> replicated -> Logistic regression
a. Highlight Control and drought
b. P-value = 0.05 (Bonferroni Correction = 0.05/Probe number)
c. Min obs = 10 (For SeqMonk 1.40.0 this value is not included and
replaced by abs diff cut-off of 5)
d. Apply multiple testing
14. Highlight new probe list created
15. Filtering -> by features
a. Feature to design around = gene
b. Upstream of feature from –2000 to 0
16. While highlighting Logistic regression
a. Reports -> Annotated Probe Report
i. 2000bp Upstream of gene
ii. Exclude unannotated probes
iii. Save as B76_CHG_leaf_PromGene
6.1.3 Finding genes containing promoter DMRs
Input file is the SeqMonk output file (e.g. B76_CHG_leaf_PromGene.txt).
1. Remove double tabs from these files in BBEdit
a. Open the files in BBEdit
b. Cmd+F -> replace all \t\t with \t
2. Extract just the gene names
a. for i in *PromGene.txt ; do f=`basename $i .txt` ; cut -f7 $i | grep -v
"ID" > $f.GeneNames.txt ; done
3. Remove repeats
a. for i in *GeneNames.txt ; do f=`basename $i .GeneNames.txt` ; sort u $i > $f.Uniq.GeneNames.txt ; done
4. Delete non-unique files
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5. Separate the genes into a unique list for each variety combination
a. perl seperateuniquegenes2.pl
B76_CG_leaf_PromGene.Uniq.GeneNames.txt B76_CG_root_
PromGene.Uniq.GeneNames.txt B73_CG_leaf_
PromGene.Uniq.GeneNames.txt B73_CG_root_
PromGene.Uniq.GeneNames.txt
6. Compare this list with DMRcaller list to find matching genes
6.1.4 DMRcaller Analysis
1. Created DMRcaller files from .cov files (From Bismark) for use for DMRcaller
in R
a. for i in *cov.gz; do f=`basename $i` ; nohup coverage2cytosine -genome_folder DMR/ -CX -o ${f%.cov.gz}.DMRCaller ${i} & done
b. split files by chromosome
2. Created the large split script to turn DMRcaller files into RData files for
DMRcaller.R
a. for i in {1..10} ; do for m in *chr$i.gz ; do gunzip $m ; done ; for j in
B73 B76 ; do for k in leaf root ; do Rscript DMRCalling.05.R $i $j $k" ;
done ; done ; for n in *chr$i ; do gzip $n ; done ; done
3. Ran Genome analysis R script to determine DMR numbers, heatmaps, and
DMR intercept numbers.
a. for i in B73 B76 ; do for f in root leaf ; do Rscript
GenomeDMRAnalysisScripts2.R $i $f ; done ; done
4. Then ran an R code to get gene names that have DMRs in their promoter
regions
a. for i in B73 B76 ; do for j in leaf root ; do Rscript DMRGenes2.R $i $j ;
done ; done
5. Compared the DMRcaller gene list with the SeqMonk gene list
a. for i in B76 B73 ; do for j in CG CHG CHH ; do for k in leaf root ; do
s="$(tr '[:lower:]' '[:upper:]' <<< ${k:0:1})${k:1}" ; do perl
matchingGenes.pl ${j}_${i}_${k}_Prom_Genes.txt {j}.${i}${s}Only.txt ;
done ; done ; done
6.1.5 Analysis of matching genes
1. Run geneID2GOTerms.pl on gene list to get function counts and GO terms
for each gene
a. for i in *Only.txt ; do perl geneID2GOTermsv2.pl maize_v3.agg.gaf $i
; done ; mkdir GOterms ; mv *Gene+GOT* GOterms/ ; mkdir
GOfunctionFiles ; mv *GOfunctionCount* GOfunctionFiles/
2. Count how many times each Biological_Process GO term shows up in these
genes
a. for i in * ; do perl GO_TermCount.pl $i GOTerms.txt ; done ; mkdir
GOtermCounts ; mv *GOcount.txt GOtermCounts/
6.1.6 Scripts used
Viewable at:
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qWJz0mPV0MLuBxn-uCL_v5RMbzwdJlp?usp=sharing
seperateuniquegenes2.pl
DMRCalling.05.R
GenomeDMRAnalysisScripts2.R
DMRGenes2.R
matchingGenes.pl
geneID2GOTermsv2.pl
GO_TermCount.p
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6.2

Chapter 4

6.2.1 Tables
Appendices Table 6.2.1.1. A table showing the number of significantly differentially methylated families after drought stress, found
within each Class, Order and Superfamily. The total number of families found in each Class, Order and Superfamily are also included
for comparison.
Class I - Retrotransposons
TIRs
hAT CACTA

Class II – DNA Transposons –
Subclass 2

Class II – DNA Transposons – Subclass 1
LINEs

PIF–
Mutator Tc1-Mariner L1
Harbinger

LTRs

RTE

Copia

Gypsy

SINES

Helitrons

Unclassified
tRNA
LTR

Helitron

PPP_PPO

B73 Leaf

6

5

3

10

0

2

0

15

24

8

0

0

1

B76 Leaf

15

5

4

11

1

1

0

39

58

17

0

0

0

B73 Root

6

21

2

6

0

0

0

42

78

10

0

3

1

B76 Root

27

5

5

18

1

3

0

22

69

22

0

3

0

126

182

138

59

30

2

154

244

181

6

16

1

Total in
387
Reference
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6.2.2 UTE file preparation
1. Ran SMALT on adapter trimmed files
a. perl SMALT_pipe.pl knobC.index UTE.index FGS.index
RM02_S0_L007_R1_001.truncated RM02_S0_L007_R1_001
2. Coverted UTE bams to fq files:
a. bedtools bamtofastq -i RM02_S0_L007_R1_001.smalt.UTE.bam -fq
RM02_S0_L007.R1.fq
3. Merged R1’s and R2’s using cat
a. cat RM02_S0_L007.R1.fq RM02_S0_L007.R2.fq >
RM02_L007.merged.fq
4. Run Jellyfish on fq’s to create hash of 35mers, any count above 2
a. zcat RM02_S0_L007.UTE.merged.fq.gz | jellyfish count -m 35 -s
3000000000 -t 10 -o RM05_L006.hash -c 7 -C -L 2
5. Grab the kmer count info from the hash
a. nohup jellyfish dump -o RM02_L007.kmerCount.fa -L 2
RM02_L007.hash &
6. Converted jellyfish .fa counts into degenerative files and v2.txt files that are
more manageable than the .fa
a. perl jellyFa2degen.pl RM02_L007.kmerCount.fa.gz
7. Add annotation info into these files for this and reverse complemented
version
a. perl AddAnno2degen+revCompl.pl UTE.sorted.txt
revCompl.UTE.sorted.txt degen.RM02_L007.kmerCount.txt.gz &
8. Counted number of C’s and T’s
a. perl masterBam2Finalv2.pl
anno.modified.degen.mergedSample1.kmerCount.txt.gz
mergedSample1.kmerCount.txt.gz.v2.txt.gz
9. Got rid of the non-T kmers
a. gunzip -c RM02_L007.kmerCount.fa.v2.txt.gz.compared.txt.gz | awk
'$1 ~ /T/ {print}' >
modified.RM02_L007.kmerCount.fa.v2.txt.gz.compared.txt
10. Analyse C:T ratio
a. perl C%Analysis.pl
modified.RM02_L007.kmerCount.fa.v2.txt.gz.compared.txt.gz
11. Create threshold for samples to be compared against
a. zcat
modified.RM02_L007.kmerCount.v2.txt.gz.compared.txt.gz.analysis.t
xt.gz | perl -e 'while ($line = <>) {chomp $line ; ($kmer, $locs, $n,
$calls) = split /\s+/, $line; @c = split /\|\|/, $calls ; undef @goodSites
; foreach $pos (@c) {($p, $lev) = split /\;/, $pos ; if ($lev >= 0.9) {push
@goodSites, $p}} @goodSites = sort {$a <=> $b} @goodSites ; next if
(@goodSites < 4) ; $newSites = join ";", @goodSites ; print
$kmer."\t".$newSites."\n"}' >
modified.RM02_L007.kmerCount.v2.min90percC.min4sites.txt
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12. This creates a
modified.RM02_L007.kmerCount.v2.min90percC.min4sites.txt file that can
be compared to the samples using sampleKmerCull.pl

6.2.3 Sample file preparation
1. Merge pair1 and pair2 using cat
a. cat sample1.pair1.truncated.gz sample1.pair2.truncated.gz >
sample1.combined.gz
2. Repeated steps 4-10 from UTE preparation section on samples
3. Compared samples to UTE references
a. perl sampleKmerCull.pl
modified.RM05_L006.kmerCount.v2.min90percC.min4sites.txt
sample1.kmerCount.analysis.txt.gz >
sample1.min90percC.min4sites.txt
4. Converted the sample min90 files into Rinput files
a. cat sample1.min90percC.min4sites.txt | awk '{print $2"\t"$3"\t"$5}'
| sed 's/|.//' > sample1.Rinput.txt
5. Ran the resulting files in R using the MethRatioWilcoxonTEv2.R script

6.2.4 Matching kmers to promoter regions
1. Compare significant TEs with analysis files and grab the kmers associated
with each TE, store in a big file, one for stressed and one for control
a. perl sigTEList2kmers.pl B76_Leaf_0.01.txt
sample1.min90percC.min4sites.txt
2. get rid of new lines in .fa files for easier comparison for the cds
a. awk '!/^>/ { printf "%s", $0; n = "\n" } /^>/ { print n $0; n = "" } END {
printf "%s", n }' Zea_mays.AGPv4.cds.all.fa | awk '/^>/ { a=$0 } !/^>/
{ print a"\t"$0}' > Zea_mays.AGPv4.collapsed.cds.txt
3. Create the bed files using the cds files collapsed files, sorted them
a. cut -d " " -f3 Zea_mays.AGPv4.collapsed.cds.txt | sed 's/:/
/g' |
cut -f3,4,5,6
b. sort -nk 1,1 -nk 2,2 Zea_mays.AGPv4.collapsed.cds.bed >
sorted.Zea_mays.AGPv4.collapsed.cds.bed
c. perl sortedbed2promoter.pl
sorted.Zea_mays.AGPv4.collapsed.cds.bed
4. Remove contigs
a. grep -v "B73" sorted.Zea_mays.AGPv4.cds.promoters.bed >
contigless.Zea_mays.AGPv4.cds.promoters.bed
5. Get the promoter regions FASTA files
a. bedtools getfasta -s -fi Zea_mays.AGPv4.dna.toplevel.fa -bed
contigless.Zea_mays.AGPv4.cds.promoters.bed -fo promoters.fa name
6. collapse this FASTA file to make it easier to work with
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a. awk '/^>/ { a=$0 } !/^>/ { print a"\t"$0}' promoters.fa >
collapsed.promoters.txt
7. Made a reverse complemented version too
a. perl revProm.pl collapsed.promoters.txt
8. Match the kmers found in significant TEs to the promoters
a. perl kmerPromoterMatch.pl collapsed.promoters.txt
revCompl.collapsed.promoters.txt sample1 .sigTEs.txt
9. Grab the genes with sig diff methylated TEs in promoter regions and their
associated TEs
a. cat sample1.sigTEinProm.txt sample2.sigTEinProm.txt
sample3.sigTEinProm.txt | cut -f1,2 | sed 's/\(_\).*\( \)/ /' | sed
's/|.*//' > B76_Root_Stress.txt
b. cut -f1 B73_Root_Stress.txt | sort -u > uniq.B73_Root_Stress.txt
10. Searched through these gene lists for genes found in chapter 3
a. grep "genename" genelist.txt
11. Did the same with the the genes including cds/introns/exons/UTRs using
bed file
a. grep -v "B73" sorted.Zea_mays.AGPv4.collapsed.gene.bed >
contigless.Zea_mays.AGPv4.cds.collapsed.gene.bed
b. awk '{if($5 == "1") $5="+";}1' OFS=\\t
contigless.Zea_mays.AGPv4.cds.collapsed.gene.bed | awk '{if($5 ==
"-1") $5="-";}1' OFS=\\t >
contigless.Zea_mays.AGPv4.gene.collapsed.bed
c. bedtools getfasta -s -fi Zea_mays.AGPv4.dna.toplevel.fa -bed
contigless.Zea_mays.AGPv4.gene.collapsed.bed -fo cds.fa -name
d. awk '/^>/ { a=$0 } !/^>/ { print a"\t"$0}' genes.fa >
collapsed.genes.txt
e. perl revProm.pl collapsed.genes.txt
f. perl kmerAllGenicMatch.pl collapsed.genes.txt
revCompl.collapsed.genes.txt
sample10.min90percC.min4sites.sigTEs.txt
12. Find the Genes with the same sig TEs in the Genic regions, to remove them
from promoter list, then count the number of individual genes removed
6.2.5 Scripts used
Viewable at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qWJz0mPV0MLuBxn-uCL_v5RMbzwdJlp?usp=sharing
SMALT_pipe.pl
jellyFa2degen.pl
AddAnno2degen+revCompl.pl
masterBam2Finalv2.pl
C%Analysis.pl
sampleKmerCull.pl
MethRatioWilcoxonTEv3.R
sigTEList2kmers.pl
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kmerPromoterMatch.pl
revProm.pl
kmerAllGenicMatch.pl
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